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PREFACE
Thls document is the finalreport on the Therm_.l Protection System (TP3) Repair Kit
Program. The program was performed under ContractNAS 9-15970 which was sp')n._,_rcd
_nd directed by the NASA Johnson Space Center, Itouston, Texas.
The progx','un was managed and performed by the General Electric Company - Re-Entry
and E_,vtronmontal Systems Division (RESD_, phi!a.; lhA for NASA-o'SC, in rcspom_e ',o
theh" request for developing a repair matcria[, dispenser, and _torage cc.atainer to repair
Space Shuttle tiles In orbit ........
vi
!SUMMARY
"l_e results of this program have provided very significant substantiation _:f the ()verall
in-orLit tile repair :_pproach being pursued by NASA" Johnson Space Center. 'l'ne major
elements of the repair approach have been shown to be possible and prototype functional
designs have been estnblish___ which will [nsur_ that flight uni_ can be delivered by May I._):_0.
The specific major results of ehis stud.-,_ we.re as follows:
7
. Material solutions for hoOl small ,rod iarge area repair
• Selection and substantiation era mature, fully developed, pre-cured :tblator -
ESM i00 IAP
• Formulation and substantiation of cure2iri-place materials and selection of a
specific ma terial - RTV-5771-'.
Cure-in-place material vacuum and tcmpca-ature cure charactet'istics consistent
with In-orbit repair environments and wath neeessax3, working and cure times
• Selection of a specific dispenser approach with the following characteri.slics:
- Pneumatic ope r-ation
- No electrical power required
- Astronaut phys|eal effort minimized; handle-_ only hose, w_lv_- and :.,,_zzlc
Mkxing reliability; i.b'. _ [f'materiai Ilow:_ it must tm mixed in proper ratio to
Insure curing --
• Extensive ma"_urity of dispenser by design and development tests including:
- Moekup
Functional breadboard and test
° Functional prototype and test
- KC-135 zero-g test
vii
........ __2_ _ _,,,,._:_:_:s_-- .....................
• Conceptual verification of stor'agc containers including:
- Packaging
- Weight and v()lumc
- Thermal Coat r,)l
Vc rification _ffopo _itiona I rcp_air procedures
- Moldlinc control
- Pro-cured ablator i)r_visi(,nin_4 ,:nd u_tilizati_l ......
Special tools
Reflects astronaut constraints
"¢iii
I. 0 INTI_ODUCTION
The work described in this report w.ns performed to investigate feasibility and concep-
tual design aspects of repair mater_,ds and procedures for in-orbit repair of the Space
Shuttle Orbiter TPS tiles. The program was an 11-_veek program whh parallel t_ks to
investigate pre-cured ablators, cured-in-place ablators, cured-in-place ablator disl'_ensers
and repair kit storage containers, The work also refleet_ n:any interfaces with NAS',-.YSC _e
establish operational and test reqairements for the r ._ 1_,J_ra,, :epaLr concept. The outuut of
this study forms the bas_,s for continuation into final appli_cnti_Olr,-design, test, fabrication,
flight training and flight fltilization of the repair kit.
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2.0 PROGRAM SCOPE
The program was directed toward conceptual feasibility of the in-orbit tile repair
approach as established by NASA-JSC. The repair concept involved the following:
a. repair of partial or single tiles (6 x 6 inches) using a cure-in-place ablator
b. repair of multiple tiles (up to 18 x 36 inches) using a pre-cure:d ablator borded
with the cure-in-place ablator material .
c. utilization of a mixer-applicator (caulking gun) to catalyze, mix, and dispense the
cure-in-place material. _ .......
The following tasks were l_erformed to evaluate the feasibility of these repair procedures
and to select materials a_d preliminary designs. Since a numbe_" 6i suitable materials were
thought to be availr.ble for use as a pre-cured ablator, the primary effort was directed
toa'ard the cure-in-place material and related storage,: dispensing, and cure problems.
The specific tasks were:
a. Select, substantiate, and provide a data package for a pre-cured ablator material.
b. Perform material Studies to investigate cure-in-place materials including:
1. Catalyst and Cure studies
2. Material formulations for suitable bonding, viscosity, ablation, and other
performance characteristics ...............
3. Ablation test and evaluation
4. Perform property testing for critical properties such as bond strength to
various substrates, vacuum effects, temperature effects and thermal aging
5. Selection of material and alternates
6. Support mixing and applicator design
c. Perform conceptual evaluation and design of mixer-applicatars including:
1. Concepts and trade off
2. Selection of primary approach
2-1
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3. Breadboard design, fabrication and evaluation
4. Conceptual design of prototype units, including small sing__]c part (ar.d large
three-part_" units
d. Perform assessment of s:orage container and other tools required fcv the. to_al _-_,p:a_"
kit including:
1. Storage container packaging and conceptual design. ......
2. Thermal control problem assessment .
3. Special tools for performing repai.rs
e. Prepare and deliver 10 pounds of selected pre-_u_'cd ablator aod-c_tre-in-ptacc
material.
The above tasks were successfully accomplished and the results are rel_orted in Section
*The large three-_rt uni I design evaluation was specified by program change during the
7th week of the program.
"2-2
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Intentionally Omitted
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4.0 STUDY RESULTS
4.1 REQUII_EMENTS SUMMAHY
The basic requirements for the development of the repair kit were provided by the initial
statement of work. The requirements were further detailed and modified by supposing docu-
mentation such as early versions of NASA-JSC 16209 and other technical data derived from
presentations, interface meetings, and _elccommunication_. NASA-JSC I6209, "TPS Repair
Kit Requirements Document" was the basic requirements reference I and prov_.ded the guidelines
for the study program. The ma_or driving requirements are summarized as follows:
a. Ablation performance to maintain ma_cimtbm it't;_c:ture teml_rat_re of _50°F during
re-entry
b. Bond strengths greater than 40 psi to RTV.560 surfaces or surfaces with residual
RTV-560, and greater than 6.5 psi to RSI surfaces
c. Cure characteristics to assure adequate strength and ablation prior to re-entry yet
allow sufficientworking lifeduring application
I. original requirement - gel in IS-30 mln
- cure in 18-24 hours
2. updated requirements - working life of one hour
- cure in 18-24 hours
3. vacuum environment (10 -5 torr) ,, t_ various repair area temperatures
- structural surfaces 20 to 100OF
- SIP/RSI surfaces -10 to 120°F
d. Simple application to meet moldiine and astronaut constraints
I. 0.25-1nch maximum moldline variation
2. cure-in-place material to be used to bond pre-cured materials
3. minimum astrolmut forces for mixing and application
4. flow rate 5 - 20 in3/min (derived requirement to support typical repair missiona)
5. derived effective viscosity of 3000 to 8,000 poises for application effectiveness
4-1
e. Storage container and nm_rials requirements
1. Ma_mum volume 12 R 3
2. Maximum w_ight 300 Ibs
3. 1080 In3 cure-In-placematerial
4. 6480 in3 pre=cured material
5. Thermal controlas required for applicationsand cure
4.2 PRE-CUHED ABLATOR
4.2.1 TRADE OFF, SELECTION AND DATA PACKAGE
Tas 
The objectivewas toprovide: 1) trade offsleadingtothe selectionoflESM 1004AP as
therecommended pre-curod abhttor,2) a concise descriptionoftheselectedpre-cured
Lblator,and 3) t/mrmM and p/_,sicalpropertiesof ESM 1004AP.
8pace ShuttleAbbttor Requirements
Previous studies conducted by GE-RESD to evaluate the c_d. idat_ ab-'_tor thermalpro-
tection requirements resulted In design charts being developed for specific shuttle missions.
Typical results of this study are shown in Flgures 1 and 2; which'dep/ctthe ablator tldclmess
and unit weight as a function of cold wall beat flux for both Et3M 1004AP and 1004X. ESM
1004X m considered with a thin RTV-860 Coating.
The design curves are shown for two heating thnes, 1000 and 3000 seconds, which were
for two missions that were being evaluated at that time, • low and high cross range mission.
It can be seen in Figure I that the ESM thicknesses Increase with heat load and beating time
and that the thickness requirements of ESM 1004X is almost double that of ESM 1004AP.
However, Figure 2 shows that ESM 1004X is considerably lighter than ESM 1004AP. For
all of these calculations, the maximum structure temperature allowable was assumed to be
300°F.
Figure 3 shows the predicted thickness requirements for ESM 1004AP and 1004X for
the current design mission, which has a heating time of 1650 seco_ls. Also included in
the figure are current RSI tile thicknesses for several locations on the space shuttle
4-2
obtained from NASA-JSC. The tile thicknesses are faired values and not necessarily the
design thtckness requirement..Also the current design criteria Is a ma.xtmum 'aRowable
structure temperature of 350°F. From this limited data, it c:m be concluded that the RSI
tiles can be replaced in all locations (for which we have tllc t_cknesses defined) by an equal
thickness of ESM I004A P to provide the necessary thermal protection.. -.
Also shcr_'n in _':'tgure 3 are some recent NASA-JSC calculations for ESM 100-1A P using
thermophysical properties provided by GE-I_ESD. These results are in general agreement
with the design curve attd differences can be attributed to large variations in t,hc structural
thickness employed in the calculations. Finally, Flgnr_e 4 sbc_s, the unit _.,etghts of the abla-
tots and R.'_! for the current design mission.
The supporting thcrmo-physlcal data used in these analyses is attached as Tables 1
through 3, and Figure 5.
ES_i 1004A P Description
General Electric Re-Entry and Environmental Systems Division (GE-RESD) has, over
a period of years, developed _ family of flight proven Elastomertc S.hield _l....atorlals (ESM)
which have had broad apT)lication for space and re-entry vehicle the r:mal protection.
The ESM 1004 series of elastomeric foams are based upon RTV-560 and can be fabri-
cated at density levels frcm -12 PCP to--90 PCF. They are prepared by a chemical foaming
process and are reinforced with up to 13 weight percent of inorganic fibers. As a result,
they are flexible in the vi,-gin state and form strong, coherent chars as a result of ablation.
These materials have been fabricated in honeycomb as well as in the unsupported state.
ESM 1004AP is the prime material in the 1004 series, with a density of 35 _+ 3 PCF and
is provided as an unsupported (non-honeycomb) flexible ablator,
ESM 1004AP Properties
In addition to those thermophysical properties listedin Tables 1 through 3 and Figure 5,
additional mechanical and optical properties arc available as shown in Table 4, ai_d Figures
6 through II.
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ESM 1004AP Manufacturing Flow Plan
A schematic flow plan of the GE proprietary ESM-1004AP is shown as Figure 12.
ESM 100-I AP Specimens
ESM 1004-AP specimens were provided I0/18/79 to NASA-JSC. That ma_te_:ial is "
identifiable as follows:
1 piece, approximately G" x 12" x 0. G" : LOT WG 591A1
1 piece, approximately 6" x 6" x 0..9" : LOT WG 590A1 ....
The contractually required !0 pounds of ESM was specffIcalI]fabricated am delivered.
The material _as prepared as LOT ZL218A1. Acceptance data on the material was:
p 36 Ib/ft 3
Tensile 90 psi
T ........
4-4
TABLE I. THERMAL PROPERTY DATA USED IN THE ESM 1004X AND
ESM 1004-AP REI, L%P MODELS " "
PROPERTY
DENSITY. VIRGIN, PCF
DENSITY, CHAR. PCF
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY
SPECIFIC HEAT
HEAT OF GAS FORMATION
SPECIFIC HEAT OF PYROLYSIS GAS
SURFACE EMISSIVITY
ARRHENIUS PARAMETERS,
Z1, SEC "1
ORDER OF REACTION
E1. BTU/LB MOLE
CHAR PARAMETERS"
N 1
/ I<.c)
N 2
C2
ESM 1004 X
15
6
FIG, 5
TABLE 2
....... _r
TABLE 2
TABL E 2
0.80
15OOO
2
44,700
ESM 1004 AP
36
FtG. 5 ....
TABLE 3
TABLE 3
TABLE 3
0,80
30000
2
47,500
1.0 ...... i.O " " -
-2.25 .1.34
1.0 1.0
0 0
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ToR
1
250
5OO
60O
700
80O
90O
1000
1250
1500
1750
2OOO
225O
25OO
2750
300O
3250
2OOOO
TABLE 2. ESM I004X REKAP MODEL DATA
Hgf Cp
BTU BTU
i,B"_0"R
5O
45
1_3
2_0
296O
3050
31_
3165
3200
0.001
0.18
0.29
0.31
0.332
0.355
0.378
0.398
0.4
0.4_
0.55
0.725
0.806
I
K
BT_U.U
FT SECOR
0.55 x 10.5
035
1.05
1.18
1,35
1.55
1.8
2.0
2.24
2.43 "
2.65
2.87
3.12
3.39
3.68
3.99
4,32
TABLE 3. ESM 1004-AP SPECIFIC HEAT AND HEAT OF GAS FOI_MATION
USED IN THE REKAP MODEL
TEMPEHATURE SPECIFIC HEAT HEAT OF GAS SPECIFIC HEAT
o_ BTU/LB - OR FORMATION OF GAS
BTU/LB . BTU/t,B _-OR
O. 0.1000E 02 O.5000E02 O,q840E O0
0.2100E 03 0.I080E O0 O.5000E02 0.3840E O0
0.4600E 03 0.2360E O0 O.6000E02 0.3840E IX)
0.6100E 03 0.3130E O0 O.6000E 02 0.3840E O0
O.86IX)E 03 0.3380E O0 O.5000E02 0.3840E O0
0.7100E 03 0.3650E O0 O.5000E02 0.3840E O0
0.7600E 03 0.3900E O0 0.5000E 02 0.3840E O0
0.8600E 03 0.4290E O0 0.5000E 02 0.3840E O0
0.1210E 04 0.4400E O0 0.5000E 02 0.3840E O0
0.1335E 04 0.4400E O0 0.5000E 02 0.3840E O0
0.1460E 04 0.4400E O0 0.4600E 03 0.1840E O0
0.1710E 04 0.4400E O0 0.1000E 04 0.3840E 00
0.1960E 04 0.4400E O0 0.2610E 04 0.3840E O0
0.2075E 04 0.4400E IX) 0.2¢IOE 04 0.3840E 00
0.2210E 04 0.4600E O0 0 2960E 04 0.3840E O0
0.2315E 04 0.4850E O0 0.3020E 04 0.3840E O0
0.2900E 04 0.6850E O0 0.3160E 04 0.3840E O0
0.3460E 04 0.8700E O0 0.3200E 04 0.3840E O0
0.4480E 04 0.8700E 00 0.3200E 04 0.3840E 00
0.1000E 05 0.8700E 00 0.3200E 04 0.3840E 00
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TABLE 4.
BOND SHEAR STRENGTH
SHIELD/BOND SYSTEM
(ESM/RTV-560_E)
ESM IO04-AP PROPERTIES
75OF
300°F
50O°F
75 PSI
47
3T
OPTICAL
SOLAR ABSORPTANCE
TOTAL HEMISPHERICAL EMITTANCE
a/e H RATIO
RF TRANSMISSION
R.T, DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
l'OS8 TANGENT
ATTEN. COEFF. CM "1
~ 0.75 ........
• o._ ...........
_- 0.88
I,_-_.016
0,009
0,01229
MAX, CHANGE IN S IGNAL
TRANSMISSION
HEATING
COOLING
.0.4 DB
0,2 DB
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4.2.2 PRECUREDABLATORMATERIALSTORAGEANDUTILIZATION
Summary
Preliminary studies suggest that supplying the required quantityof preeured ESM
ablator in an assortment of thicknesses provides the astronaut wide flexibility in repairing
damaged areas which can range from 6 x 6 inches to iS x 36 inches with the depth fz_n_ a
few tenths to 4 inches. The rcconmlcndcd assortment a,'ising from the studied detailed in
this section consists of 54 two-inch tiles, forty - I I/4-inch tiles and thirty - 3/4-inch tiles
with each tile being 6 x 6 inches. The total volume recom,nended meets tl_e 3.75 it 3 defined
in the requirements document. These tiles may be supplied in prcscored slabs measuring
12 x 12 inches and/or 12 x 18 inches.
Requirements
The quantity requirements given in the specificationof 3.75 ft3 of procured ablator is
sufficient to fill five cavities of 18 x 36 x 2 inches deep. Tile thicknesses of HRSI and LRSI
tiles range from 0.3 to 4 inches. The material selected (ESM 1004-AP)is discussed in
Paragraph 4.2. l.
Approach
The abuv¢ requirements were analyzed and the following conclusions reached:
a. Areas less than 3/4-inch thick will be filled (repaired) with cuie-in-place ablator.
b, A tile equals _m area of 6 x 6 inches and the cavity is totally empty (flight tile com-
pletely r,:moved). Furthermore, we considered that the largest stock size of
material which the astronaut could handle at the repair site was t2 x 12 inches or
at best 12 x 18 inches.
Thickness
A tile thickness of 3/4-Inch was selected as the thinnest stock to _ supplied, which is
compatible with the procedure stated above. Two inches (2m was also selected as the
thickest material to !_ supplied, because it permits filling the deepest cavity with two
layers of material.
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The consequence of providing an intermed:ate thickness of either I or I I/.I inch w:Is
then examined. Figure 13 shows the number of layers or thick.'ncssreqmrcd to fillcavities
fl'om 3/4 to 4 inches deep, in increments of I/4 inch. }'or ',.hisanalysis a zero thickness
bondlinc was assumed. The cross-hatched portion indicatesacurc-in-pl3ce layer I/-l-inch
thick was needed to fill up the cavity. Examination of the Figu."e shows that if a l-inci_
thickness is chosen, then there would be three cases m which :_'.ree layers would t)c required,
whereas if I l/.t-incil is chosen, there is only one lnstiln,.:c wt:L _hrcc ];iy-,l's. ;dt.2:ough thcvc
are more cases rcquit'ing a ill3.kc-up bed. 131It siIxcc Lh,2l',2 lltu_t 3i,,vays L_.' t l itltt,." l_lt_.t
tl_tckness, the "make-up bed" is not rea|l:,' a disadvaintage. T_'.,rcfor¢, I l/4-tp.cta otock
tlxickness was selected as the intermediate si_c to be pro_, :d_d. AnoHxer adv.mtagc i_s tt_;tt
the number of slabs of each thickness to fill one each of tt_e cavities is 24, equally distributed
(8 of each thickness).
Repair Area Size
The repair area ranges ft'om 1 tile to 15 tiles 6 x 6 inches (or enough for 18 x 36 inches
in plan form) and from 3/.t to .t inches In depth. Since it is reasonable to assume that the
damage will be random, a random numbers generator was exe_tsed and five pairs of num-
bers representing area (as the number of tiles) and 6cpth _tx_,.'en the a' o,e limits were
obtained. This simulation was repeated three times. Figure 14 depicts Lhcs_., fir,: areas,
and shows the corresponding depth of each cavily for the three cases c,t "e.lis..,ions'" sin_uiated.
The number of tiles required to fill each cavity, by stock thic_.'ss was calt'ulat,.,d. For
Figure 14, the intermediate stock thickness was assumed to be I inch. Figu,'c 15 shows the
same cavities, but using 1 l/4-inch thickness. "Fable 5 summarizes and compares the nurn-
I.x,r of tiles by size to fill the "tssumcd cavities. It snows that using 1 1/.i-inch size reduces
the total number of tiles required, further rein[orcingti:e selection of I 1/4-incil stock as
the better solution. Mathen_atically, 1 l/4-inch is approximately tile geomctl'ic mca:_
between 3/4 and 2.
Distribution of Tiles Supplied
In order to determine I_ow to apportion the quantity of tiles to bc supphcd to make up tilt,
required 3.75 ft 3 volume, the mean and st:tndard deviation of the dies t'etluit'ctl l'uf c;lt:h of
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the three "missions" simulated was calculated. Various models can then be -_ssun'.ed to
calculate the quantity of tiles:
a. Equal volumes
b. Equal number of tiles
c. X times the mean
d. The means + 4 times the standard deviation
Table 6 shows the mean and standard deviation of the quantity of tilesby u'_ickness. It
also shows the volume that would result ifsome of the models listedalx_vewe.--eused. A
prelirniaary selection was made of X + 2o model, or a totalof 4.3 It3. However, due to
volume _md weight constraints, the recommended provisioning was adjusted do_-nwa_x] to
Just meet NASA's requirements as shown below.
Mid-Term Final Selection
Tile Thick (in.) Qty Vol (ft 3) Qty Vol (f_3)
2 58 2.42 54 2,25
1 1/4 48 1.25 40 1.04
3/4 38 o. 59 30 o. 4 7
Tot. 144 4.26 124 3.7,;
Note that the reduction in tile quantity was less for the 2-inch than for the others
because '_e analysis h'td shown a larger variance, thus less certainty in the actual number
needed.
,h
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TABLE 5. NUMBEROFTILESVS.AV_ULABLETHICKNESS
Total No. Tiles For Repair
Case No. 3
Slab Thick. (in.)
3/4, 1, 2
3/4, i-1/4, 2
1 2
79
54
102
81
76
65 SELECTED
TABLE 6. MATERIAL VOLUME VS. SUPPLY MODEL
Volume FT 3
Tile Tk. (in.) Mean Std Dev 3X X • !a X + 2a _ + 3a
2
I 1/4
3/4
TOTA L
22
26
22
18
8
2.8
2.0
1,0
5.8
1.7
,5
3.2
2.4
_.3
.6
4.3*
*SELECTED FOR STORAGE BOX ASSESSMENT (PRELIMINARY)
3.2
1.5
.7
5.4
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4.3 CURE-IN-PLACE ABLATOR
4.3.1 OBJECTIVES AND APPROACH
The general requirements for the cure-in-place ablator arc summarized in Paragraph
4.1. To meet those requirements, the objectives of tins task were to: 1) select "off the
shelf" materials requiring a minimum of development, 2) select a material or materials
offering l lexibility in cure time m vacuum, and 3) select at_ elastomeric mateLial to provide
compatibility with the residual of the cured RTV-560 i_-ima--)" adhesive remaining in the
cavity.
To provide maximum compatibility of the primar3' shuttle t)0nd system and the repair
system, primary emphasis was placed on silicone rubber compositions based upon GE
RTV-560 and the RTV-500 series of materials. These me_yl-phenyl based elastomcrs
offer high temperature performance as ablators or as insulators, and, as a :esult of low
glass transition temperature (~-175" F) will perform successfully at low temperatures as
well.
The selected pre-cured ablator (ESM 1004-AP) is based upot; RTV-560, and the primary
approach of the cure-in-place task has been the investigation c_f RTV-560 and RT_7-577,
both unmodified, and modified with fillers as potcnti:,l repair materials.
4.3.2 CATALYST AND CURE STUDIES
Catalyst Feasibility Study
The specific intent of this sub-task was to rapidly screen and evaluate a wide number of
possible catalysts and catalyst combinations not currently used for RTV-560 and RTV-577
and similar silicone rubbers to assess their feasibility for rapid gcllation in vacuum. These
tests, shown as Table 7, were conducted in laboratory vacuum (t0" torr) and at room
temperature. This study was limited to a maximum of eight materials in order to rapidly
select the most promising material or material/combination for extensive evaluation.
Selection of the most promising candidate was on the _.asis of relative gel times, and degree
of cure after 24 hours at room temperature.
In order to conduct _ese tests as quickly as possible, a laboratory desiccator was fi:_ed
with a 1-inch thick flat acrylic cover with pas_-throughs for: I) vacuum hose attachment, 2)
pressure gauge, 3) mixer shaft, and 4) hypodermic syringe needle for catalyst introducti,_n.
The general procedure was to place the repair matecial (RTV-560 for the feasibility
stuoy) in a disposable container in the vacuum chamber and de-gas the resin mix. Ai:er
bubbling had subsided, tl_ccafalyst or catalyst mixture was :ntroduccd via the syri_g_ _ :m,:
the mi:<ing begun. Tt:c pot life (working life, spreadability l;fc, l_nding time) and U_c g,_.[
time (time when matcrlal is essentially tack-free) were assessed for each combination
evaluated. Although not completely applicable, the gel life,"as determined per the g_r.ur_-!
recomu, endations of llefercnc_ l, while pot life was considered to bc the stall p_int of Lhu
mixer in the vacuum chamber.
The results of the catalyst feasibility tests are listed in Table 8, and the conclusions
of the sub-task summarized below.
CONCLUSIONS
CATALYST FEASIBILITY TESTS
(RTV-560)
Lead, zirconium, zirconium/tin, and zirconium/lead mixtures arc net effect':',',.:.
ttafnium alkoxy surface s:_ins, and is not recommended.
Tin complexes, particularly stannous octoate (STO) arc recommended. Dilution
with silicone fluid is necessary to provide mixing time in stirring type equipment.
Dilution may not bc necessary for positive displacement flow-through mi×ing
systems.
Explore STO/SF 96-50 mixtures to provide STO concentratioas _>_0.3 '_VT_:'_of
RTV.
Catalyst Concentration and Temperature Ewduation
The most promising candidate catalyst or catalyst comblnatio- selected in the previous
task were extensively evaluated at several concentration levels o_,_r the application tcmpc_-a-
ture range of 40°F to 125"F recc_¢ing initial primary attcntioa (curcent rcquirc.mcnts rang,:).
Ref. I. "Method of Test for Gel Time and Pe'lk Exothcrmic Temperature o[ Ep,)xy
Compounds", SPI, Method ERF 2-61.
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T|It _ _w.ll_a, lion._ c,_ndtlcLcd tlluhilh'.i _ul t_t _el tim..., du_'ue ,_i ctli'e a,|'tL'r l_ hl _.q h_ur_ tn
V:LCLIIlI'II, :llld !1,|l'dl|t'._,g V_'I'.gH.'_ d_.'|i{h _lj" |hc ll|,Ll_.'l'l,|i. '_'hl' l)J:llllll'lJ tt','_l n1',|ll'|._ i.-i sJltiwn ;I,,_
'l'_d_IL" '.i.
_"I.",'t' |'lli.'_.:_,.l l"..'.", '.'l '.'.lt.lly:',l:'f|Ul,I ','.<'r'.' ,.",:_Lu.lt_d wP.h le.T\'-','_Oi in ,ht r:mg_. ,L cl h, I. 2
Ill l_'_-,ltl liilllt.lt_+'_, 1"hu 1"titil|l tt'11|Jk'l+:ltkll+t ' %'+l_.'tltllli ,+ ,I.,I |.,-+ JL+tt'tJ II] T,UIIt" lti,
L',ILaIv_L hl_'nd Nu, _ w:t,'+ then Utlli],t'tl t_+ l._t'llt'l'_ll++' ll:ll'tlllk'_,'+ :llltl _c'l Lilllt,_ [of ILTV-Si;u
;trill IITV-571 .it _l", au ° . :inltl l'_tl" P in :lthlition hi Iht, i-tklili lexllp_i';lltlrt, data iii'_Vltltl_ly
_lht;lillt'd, Tll;ll iI;tl;i, T;illlu l i, ._how_ ;I t'tln,_idui';illl_ V:l!'i;iLillll of 14c'i linit,_ ;lil_l i.lltl_ :1
h:li'dnt.._.-i (;i[lt--,- _-1 houi'._) _i..l :i [unc'ii_lil _l[ lunitlel.:iltii,_ i':lngt', The :iv;iil:llliu iI:ii;i, I,,i'
lllV-Sd;1, ,Ind RTV .517 ll:l:_t, it foi'nlul:llioil_ i._ _unlnl:ii'i_ell ill Flltli't_ 16 sllt_x_<iilt_Iirlit,-
ICmlit'i_ilui't' tt;ll'.l, ,,\dtiilion:li iI:ll:i will Ii_lX'_, hi I_+ ;il't'tlnlul',itl,tl t'lii'l)' ill Ihc' f_l|hIw-Oll iil_l-
gl';inl l,i (,tlnllil_.lt, ly ill,lint, llie_¢ i,_,l'il"lt, li, i,i_lit,._ [_ll' Pi_'_F,, °rile ¢laL'l nlti.st I_, :lt'c'uniul:ilcll
il.-ltn I :i ._[tilil, nli.%t,i' :illlli_._lt'h.
It .,ih_lul(I ;l|._o I_, liOlt,it th;It lll'iOf t,I inuelitit)ll _)[ Ihl,_ ,_tlli-i_l._k, lilt, v:ltuun+ _':ll),tllilily
w'i_ t,i_.ll_lll_,c, tl lly tl_t' o[ :in tllll4i':ill_,ll [:lt.ilil)' u',lllal_l_, _l[ lit ''1 lo L0 "5 lol'l" wiin ,l b_,il Jlii" l;ii'l_'
t'nilul_,h 1o lit, i'rilil t':ioalV._l ;iihlili_ul ;iiltl IlliXhll4 hli;iil)' withill lilt' V:lt'tlllill l'lWll_illnll,lll, Ih,ll
fat',lily is ._llll_lrl -'x,_ i"ilui'_' 17, All .suli,_uqlit'nl inalul'ial._ ewii_l,llhin it,_Ling w.'i.s l_lllllut,ietl
in lh:ll eitultinl_.rll.
_.[fcct of V:it'l.iLIllll i,evel
The tllijut'tivc' ll_ lhi_ L.'i,_k w'l._ hi tlt'lllOil._tl"li.t' lllal lilt' I'C'ac'liOll I'iiLC_i _l[ lilt' ILTV-560
i°ubl.l_r/c'alaly._i iliL_iui't,.-i will ilol V'LI')' _i_ ,l ;'U._ult ul V;it'UUlli luvel _iiill I_)._il>iu I't'l;llt'_l
illoi_lol_ content. ,\ _ei'it'_ _l[ eXllUl'iiiit, llt._ Wt'l't' c'_illluc'Lt'tl Ill _i_i_'_,-i tilt, 14cl {inlc, :lii_l t'Ul'C
tinlc of lhc _t, lt't-icd _y.-4tcnl _is _l Itlli_llon tl[ v_ic, tlUlii luvt, l lllltl {inlt' ;ll V'lt'utlnl, l>l,_-di.ied
filial pl't.4tt'lic'l';ll.t,d I):LS¢ l)t_l)'illc'l" li_ well :1._ ;i_-i't,t,_,ivt,d ili:ilc, l,l,,il w',i._ inc'ludc,d ill lilt' t'%.liU:i.+
lions. The cw_luaLion nl;itrix i_ li._tcd in T_thlc, I '_,
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'l'|lt' ',':tt'lltllll |t.'vt'[ oxl'_t'l'|nl_.'|lts Wl, lt' ¢_H_'llh'tt.'ql l]_lnl_ [hI.' e:|rl.V de_it't.':lh)l'/j:|l_)t':lh_l'y
vacuum (I 0° h_u'r) cqutilllAIctgl. ;t_ _t'[l "l_ tht.' it) -'i h" lO -'5 equipment, and all Lt.'_l_ wet't.,
¢,otlt|utCtod ,|1 t't'_)ll_ [_,':11_'l';llull'e '. Ill Addltioll, ,'_ho_'t" \ h:llttllt'_,'gO_ Wt'rt.' dt.'!t'l'mil_¢d ;iltel" _,
II_ ,IHtl ?. I h_)Lil','4 Ill tIlL' |I:II'|IVulAI" t'll%'[l'Ol_lll_.'lll.
"|'bt' Kt.'llati_HI v:ltt.'.'4 W_.'l'e _lX|ltl:ll" to tlh_.-,L' .nho'_,ll Ill Fil_ul'_.' l t; lot" ":1_ t't't.'t'lv_'d" :_,',1 h)l"
"tit.'-,lL'l':tle'd" 1_13'lllei'. 'o.ht'l'_.':ls I)t)l_llll'l" hr.'All'l[ tL) _l|ll* 1." .lllll dC-klCI';III.'I[ till[ Ih_l. eLI j) " .%,1.1l,'-_-
[At.'t¢_l'lly .{lld, Of l't'l|tllt'_,'_l .I tO ,I [lIlt|',', I._ll_,'l" lot" _t,'l]:|llolI ,l.'_ A I't.','Ll]l. el [_1,',[,,, el _,'11' ":.ill|.',1
[llt.|l_[Lll't,' ,1,-.4'_.k']| .i,',. A_.r. ( \l_l)l't_Xllli.llL'iY _ I,,t. _.'_ _[.' I A[ 1_.|_ LOUI'.) ,'_lll),":,t?l_l'.lk'lll, l,..':,[a _.Vt'l't.'
_'_lldll_,'!.t't[ '._.|th tit.' I,ll'I';||t2It |_.l.Ilt) l'|_.l[ OII1_.
l|.ll'dllt','4,"i Ilie:l,'.,Lll't'lllellt."_ _Ael't' [l|:l_.lt.' OIl de-',lel':ltu'tl II|_l[t,'l'l;.ill :ll_d L't)lll{'t:ll't'tl |O tl[lt:l t)l'_,'-
gcra, rawd('2)
vlously on :l|l I('I"V-SG0 ct,n|l:_sititm using :t 'l'-l" (dilmt3'ltin tlllaut:ltt,) c:|taly,_l
_y._tent. TIle r-12 system is :l s|owt.,t" t.':ltaly.,_t .'_,y,'_,|t.'lll, IIOl'nl:llly tl:.it.'tl#_l" [_,Hlthlll_ :l;q_li_';i-
thm.'l. .'_S (':Ill [K' seL'll [i't)[ll FigUl'C IS, eu|'e with tilt.' S'/'O (as e,¢itleneed I)y |l;II'thlt2S,-I gl,'l_t.'l'_l-
lion) Is t':lpid :tilt| prey|tit.,,,,| :24-houl" h:tl'ti|le_ses Sll'nil:tt' to 72 to 120 heel" I|:ll'thi_.'ss_,'s with tilt.'
sit)wet' system. It Is :ll,,4o t'videtlt thai '¢:ICUIIill ICVt'I plays tittle p_ll'l ill |'ate of eta|'e ,)1" fill:tl
h,llalrtes,,.I of tIlL' system, l):|t:! llle|udotl [|'onl tilt.' tetut)et':tture ,']ludy i},,littts out tilt., slower
0ut't' |':tit' of the' O" F ;Iml -|5" F It's| SlX't'inlel'_S.
The IVI'V-500 set'h's of el:istolllt.'l'S :l|'t., COlltlt'n:_.:ltiOtl tyl_' I_tiyn:t't's yicldhlg :[ I't,'_lt.'tlt,I!
t)l't)dUct a.,.t :i I't'sult of tilL' I)_)lynlt'l'|L:llioll I'e;tt'tittn. The getlel':dil.cd t't.,:_eti,,: is:
211xSiOII _ iIxSI-O-SIil x _ 1120
In aetu:llity, |lowe'¢el', tilt.' _'ol_dell_:llioII t'e:lt'tioll |)I't_IUct$ |'elitist _ff :t mixture td W:Ltt'l',
ethallol, :lnd low ntolt, eul;ll' _.,,t, lght |N_ly-silox:iitt,s "_vllit.'h :li'e Lllll't'at'tt'd. 'l'h,, :l|llicip:ltet|
lll:t_,,.I el |uatt.'riai |'el¢:lsetl is .i to :| '_t't."_ I't'sLlll|tlb[ ill outg:l,'l O[' th¢:_e Ill't_tlut.'ts ill V:lt.'lillll|
during the |_t)lylllel" elll'e :llltl lol'lll:ltioll el :t pt_t't)tlS el:istt:lltt'l'ie ,_tl'uttltl't.'. l.'igui'e 19 shows
illt.'rt.,:t_ed vt)it| si/_c with ill¢.'l'e:t_e ill V:ICLIUII| lt.'Vt.'l |of II|,itel'i:tl,',i l':tt:il)'_'.t'd :Lt tile S:HI_' lt,'vt2l.
(Bleml No. 2. II. G wl.'_; S'I'O. ) l' iguve_ 1t; tht'ougll 19 |ilust|'alt' |{'l'_,'-f_titl (_t|t: |_,tlSo vi._eo,-,ity)
e:lt:tlyzed, ndxt, tl :|lid e'lat'etl :tl V:II'iOU,,4 V;.It.'t.|UIII levels. Figure |9._t l'el)l'eSt.'llt_ :! sl)ee[ll|t,,ll
cutgot| it_ :t confined _y_tetu :It o|le :ttlln_t)ht.'l'o.
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Figures 19C :md 19D show [ITV-Sq;0 culx, d at 10 -4 torr. The specimen shown in !.'igurc
19C was not degasscd prior to mix :rod cure and illustrates tile laq_e volume eXl_mSion
(arrow) to Ix, expected prior to m;ltevlal collapse if non-degassed m,Lterials nix' used.
Figure 19D, in comparlson, was dcg'zsscd over-night prior to mixing and cure. "the larger
void content of Figure 19B rt'present_ the ttiffcrence in anlount of entrtthlcd gases renh_x'ed
:Isthe resin is nlo_nu,thoroughly dcgasscd. Fig-ore 19B was deg:lsscd ;Lpl)r_ximatcly one I_our,
.... wmlc tile Figure lgD sp_cinlt'll w:l.-i trc:ttcd ow.'v-mghl.
incre'iNct| viscosity c;Hl ,Li:_o I'C:_uIL tn ;l _rc;_,Lcr :[nlount el LL':L[.)[.)CdOtl¢Icns;|[loll |)l'odllc[5.
Figure IgE shows a Slk'Cmwn el liUed l{'l'V-f6t) (I_,'rv-56UE) wxth :L visc_ity o[ lSt)t) iJolsc
it_rce ;Ames the visco_Lq,' of ll_c base matet'ial). This materi;d had been degasscd for t_,)
huu r$.
Figures 19F and 19G show porosity of the cured specimens o[ RTV-577. l.'igurc 19 is
of RTV-577 .'R an initial viscosity of 5000 poise, while the RTV-577E ([llled RTV-577) ah:_wu
in Figure 19G was appr_ximatcly 14000 ikllse, llotl: of these san:pies were prepared with
resin that had Ix'en degassed for two I_ours.
These figures show the importance of ',horoughly dcgasst,,g the resin prior t_:vacuum
cure. For the higher visc_)sity materials, degas,qng is more difficult and will require
six'elM procedures Including either blending under vac_um and/or dcg:lssh_g (with mixing)
prior to loading the mixtr-appllca[o r.
Regardless of these procedures tl_e vacuum t'ul'ed m;,teri:ds will have a I)or_lus structure
o[ some degree. This structure will [_L'different for the olx'ratlonal .static mixer than (or
laLmratlng ixtich olx'ralions. It will also prohably b,., different for space zero-g with vacuum
as comp'_red to one g with vacuum. One sample was takcn with the breadboard application
discharging into a vacuum of lO -5 tarr. The 5771.', materl:fl was degasscd over aigllt (-8 hrs).
The cured material resulting from this oix, ration Is sllown in Figure :20. 'l'l_e porous structure
Is very similar to th:Lt of lal_orato:'y 1{'I'V-577 (Figure lgF) except for slightly larger pores.
This Is probably duc to less eIfcctiw' degas_ing. Tile 577 lower viscosity material wa_
degassed with stirring while the breadboard 5771.. material of highc r viscosity was degassed
without mixing due to equipment limitations. The 577 sample (1. lgure [gF) wa_ con_itiered
suitable for repair materml performance (t'oncur|'t'd by NASA at the mid-term meetiug)
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and the first vacuum specimen from the breadboard dispenser was very similar. It is
expected that the slightly larger pore size will ix reduced by more effective degassmg
;rod _':llbe further reduced by zero-g effects.
Thermal Aging - Reversion Assessment
Reversion ts the de-polymeri_ation of a cross-linked polymer under the co,nbln,_d
effects of heat :md the soIv:tting action of low molecular wc_.ght unrcactcd species, i-_cvct'ston
is a "m_c dependent reaction, generally occurring o;'er -t t'el'_tively long pcrioi of t t:-_c, and
i_ not regarded as a major problem, llowevcr, assessment of the developed curc-_n-placc
ablator was considered important for a man-rated sy_¢tem. Accordingly, specimens of
vacuum cured RTV-560 and RTV-577 were aged at 350" F in a closed system for a period
of one week. No evidence of softening or de-polymerlzation was observed, confirming the
conclusions reached in References 2 and 3 regatxiing the advantages of stannous octoate
catalyst in promoting rcversion rcslstance,
4.3.3 MATERIAL FORMULATION/PERFORMANCE TIt\DE OFFS
The basle objective of this task was a limited assessment of potentially desirable [\me-
fits of tiller additives to the selected cure-in-place _JMator n_ateri'd. The fillers we re
incorporated for several reasons such as lower density, gn, a',er char retcntLon ddring
ablaticm, lower thermal conductivity, and increased polymer viscosity. Candidate fibrous
and non-fibrous fillers which were considered are shown in Tables 13 and 14.
Of the potential fibrous and non-fibrous materials several microspheres (Eccospheres
SI and PQ Q-Cell 200) and an aluminum silicate fiber (JM 221) were _elected for evaluation
on the basis availability in the laboratory consistent with temperature capability for '.he
ablative environment. Four formulations were prepared (T:,ble 15) :rod evaluated vi;_. the
NASA-JSC Arc Jet Test (Paragraph 4.3.4).
As discussed in Paragraph 4.3.2, it became necessary to dilute the stannous octoate
catalyst with a dimethyl .dlicone fluid SF 96-50 it, order to incorporate the catalyst
i
R_f. 2.
Ref. 3.
"Cure and Rev_rsioa of Silicone Elastomets m Scaled or Confined Systems",
Plastics Technology TIS Report 65SD301, C.W. \Vilscm, 8/9/65.
"Projected _olution to RTV-560 and PD-162 Material "Reversion" in Closed
Systems", PIR 8158-1427, J. Axelson, ii/5/66.
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: tmiformly. In support of the disp,'nser design activities, a rmmber ,,fviscosity determina-
tions were made to provide design data in the temperature range 40"F to 12(fF. DaLa was
obtained for:
1. Starmous octoatc (Figure 21)
'2. Stanaous octou":/SF 96-50 Catalyst Blend No. '2 (Figa:', • 23)
-3. RTV-560 (Figure 22)
-t. RTV-577 (FiguL'e 23)
5. RTV-5(i0E (Figure 23)
6. RTV-57?E (Figure 24)
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TABLE 7. CATALYST FEASIBILITY TESTS
Metal Inhlbitc- Ca_lyst Form
Tin
Lead
Z i r conium
Cerium
tlafnium
Screening Conditions:
Room Temperature
Laboratory Vacuum, 10* torr
Stannous Octoate
Star.nousOctoate/SY 96-50
St_nnous Octoate/RTV-9811
Octoate or Naphthenate
Octoate or Naphthenate
Octoate w/Tin, Lead Promoter
Octoate or Hexoate
Alkoxy
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TABLE 9. PRIME CATALYST EVALUATION
(TEMPERATURE AND CONCENTRATION EFFECTS)
CONC,
....... LEVEL -250 -100
1
TEST TEMP., "F
2
3
4"
5"
*ADDED
0 40 75 125
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TABLE II. GEL ThME AND HARDNES," VS. TEMPERATURL
?emp"F
" i
0
{_ ",15
I
{ 7O|.
....... !2-0
........ L _
0
45
70
120
RTV-560, CATALYST BLEND NO. 2
Gel Time S"a_re A (at Gel Time) Shore A (2.4 hr)
4 Hr. -- 3.i
45 Min. I I $8
35 Min. 18 50
3 M{n. 20 53
RTV-560, CATALYST BLEND NO. 1
8-I0 Hr. -- 30
2 Hr. 15 35
1-1/2 Hr. 17 50
5-6 Min. 25 52
NOTE: tIardness variation versus depth was within expected instrument
tolerance of ,5 units.
TABLE 12. VACUL,LM LEVEL EXPERIMENTS
Pressure
Ambient
10" TORR
10-5 TORR
Material Condition
A s-Receive_ De-aerated Heated, Deaera[ed
X X X
X X X
X X X
4
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Figure 17. Vacuum Facility, 10--4to I0-5 Torr
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4.3.4 ABLATIONTESTS
Text Matrix and Objectives
The Arc Jet Ablation Tests, conducted by N:_SA--JSC had aeveral objectives:
a. Evaluate base-line RTV-560 and ESM 1004AP in the shuttle environment
b. Assess ablation performance of FtTV-577 versus RTV-560
c. Provide assessment of several filler classes and types for formulation guidance.
The first serie_ of te_t spccimenswere 3. 875-inch discs of HRSI 2.0 inches thick with
2.0 inch diameter holes to contain the repair material. The test model configuration was as
shown In Figure 25. All materials were .c_st4n place at ambient pressure. Chromel-alumel
thermocouples (20 gauge) were installed at nominal 1/4, 1/2 .'rod 1.0 inch depths from the
front face. The specimens prepared and tested are shown in Table 16. The formulations of
samples "B" and "C" are GE Company proprietary, while the remainder of the formulations
may be found in Table 15. Table 16 also provides objectives and expected results for each
model.
• A second series of specimens, two in number, was also prepared at ambient pressure
for test. The test specimens were 6 x 6 x 2-inch HRSI tlle_ with 3.0-inch diameter holes
to contain the test material. In addition *.o thermocoup!es in the repair material at the same
depths, as before, two additional T.C's were provided, one tn the HRSI at 1/4 inch depth and
one for the HRSI backface. The two additlonM ._pe,.l,,,_:u_^----were:
Nominal PCF
1. RTV-560E 71.8
2. RTV-577E 69.2
NASA personnel provided X-rays and actual in-depth T/C locations, and pre- and post-
test photographs for each model. In addition, a Nomex felt Insulator (SIP) and an aluminum
structure were bonded to eacll r mdel as shown in Figure 25 and two additional thermocouples,
one at the surface of the SIP and another at the _tructure surface, were in,tailed at JSC.
Test Environment and Results
All samples were tested for a 600 second time period for the arc environment described
below, which simulates a high heating rate area on the shuttle vehicle. The test environ-
ments were as follows:
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• - 42 Btu/ft2 set"qcold wall
+
II R - 6600 Btu/lb
P - 0. IS ps_a
e
TI_e samples designated .\1 and A2 in the p_,-tcst photograpl_ .Figure 'Jd'+ ar,: Lv_th
unfilled I1TV-5G0 (Pv - :9 lbs/ft3). Both s;tmpies performed as cxp,.'cted, c:_-_b_::::g ,:>.ces-
.-;|ve swelling ;is seen in the po_t test photographs in Figures 26B/2t; C/D an(: allo_lng at)
significant thermal pen_tr:Ltion (BFAT - 8° it0 600 seconds), at the SIP backfz,_..e, Ylgur_' 27.
Sample AI v,'hich expanded more severely than any of the other model_ had a musnroon,
shaped char at completion of the test. This c_ar layer was attached to the model at th(.-
_._mpletion of the test, however, during the removal process (from the sting) it was un-
+
avoidably jarrt, d loose. Referring to the post test photographs it is apparent "..hat althotagh
s.'m_ple A2 also e.xperi_nced considerable expansion (0.37['_, it did not cxl_ib_t a de[orrued
char layer. During the test the :- .rig arm holding sample AI was obseL'ved to undergo a
number of severe forward and aft vibrations, which most probably resulted in loss of tl'Je
periphery char and cau_xl the surface deformity. This malfunction w'ts tr;xo._t to :_ loose
electrical connection, controlling the left arm movement, which _s correct_._ for subse-
quent tests.
_ ,.- . + ....
From the photographz of the sectioned models, it is evident that at some point during
the expansion process, both samples developed an air=gap between the charred layer and
the residual virgin material. The char layer was most probably retained as a result of the
lateral exp'msion that appears to have occurred; however, no fractures are evident in the'
RSI holder.
The surface and in--<it.pth temperature history responses of these two mock+Is are qu|tc
similar as sl_owu by comparing Figures 2"/A and 27B. Both sets of data indica_, little or n,)
temperature rise at the structure surface. Analytical predictionswere not gun,crated for
comparison to these data because the material has only been clmracterized in t-_elow
temperature regime, and char conductivity specific heats, and thermogravomeeric data
are not available. A comparison of ,tv:tilable a'rv-._60 material data, to comparable
ESMI004AP data (F,gure 28), shows that the thermal characteristics in the vir.gin state :_re
similar. However, this does not necessarily mean the materials will perform tn a like
i
t
z
J
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manner. Char characteristics of the two materials will determine their respective in-depth
temperature responses. In fact, a comparison of the ESMI004AP post-test models (Figure
29B and 29C) and test data (Figures 30A and 30B) to preyiously presented RTV-560 data shows
that the temperature responses through the first ihch of thematerials are quite different.
If the materials had performed in a similar fashion (comparable char expansion, char depth,
etc.) the observed differences could possibly have been" attributed to 9nique char fcrmation,
however, referring to the photographs of _e sectioned models (Figures 26 C1/2 and 30B) the
difference in expansion are evident, along with the development of a large air-gap in both
RTV samples. Comparing the data defined on Figures 27 and 30 shows that the thermo-
couples in the ESM models responded'much more rapidly San those in the RTV samples,
although no appreciable temperature rise was measured at the structure of either material.
This comparison suggests that expansion and/or development of the air-gap in the RTV
samples began almost immediately. If expansiod began[at the onset of the test, the effective
location of the thormocouples from the surface of the RTV samples would be greater than
that of the corresponding T/C's In the ESM models, beth of which experienced less than
120 mils expansion (Figure 29). If an air-gap did exist in the RTV-560 early in the test,
then the primary mode of heat transfer was radiation heating which would also produce
lower than expected temperatures. Thus, the differences in the measured in-depth response
between the RTV and ESM models is probably a combination of both eifects.
Analytical predictions have been generated through the use of one--dimensional Heat
Condition code (REKAP-Reference 4) and the analytical model outlined in Reference 5.
These results are compared to the ESM measured data on Figure 30. These predictions
are based on a cold wall heat flux of 42 BUz/ft 2 sec with an enthalpy level of 6600 btu/lb.
It can be seen that the analytical model is underpredlcting the temperature response for
comparable T/C locations up to I. 0" from the surface. In addition, the model is also
underpredlcting the surface temperature measurement obtained by pyrometry. These
measurements have been adjusted to account for a surface emissivity of 0.85 which is the
value employed in the analysis. Noting the difference between the measured and predicted
Ref. 4.
Ref. 5.
Harmon, J.D. "User's Manual for the One Dimensional Heat Condition Program"
(REKAP), 10-t8-65.
Florence, D., "Thermodynamics Ground and Flight Test Pel formance of a Low
Density Elastomerlc Silicone Formulation", 10-23-67, Dab VIemo TTC-II0.
¢
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sur'Lxee response and having data _,'htcl'J indicates ESM undergoes on cxothermic reactit_n ax
cerain environment l,:vels, the quoted cnthalpy and predict.ed gas injt.ction cocfficent iB'g)
were compared to a correlation (Reference 5) based otx meory at_d data, it, order to d_.tcr-
mir.c the test environment regime. Tl_is comparisv{a is presented on Figure 3t, which
indicates an)" om_bination of B'g and enthalpy that lie below the zero ._:ls injection line
. •
wou',d be in tt'.e ¢xothermic regime. Theplotted data. point from _.his tc_t does lie bclo',_ :::c
Lot. '-ary indit, ating a heating catc of ,,l_ut 10"} grt:lter _han that employed in the analy,ts.
.Xl'_. during ,,he tests it was noted that the thermocouples located :it lhe stma_'ture sut'face
ind;ca:cd a higher tempecature response than the sensors located at the surface of the S;P.
Since the models were encompass-e4 i'n a _7-at_Jr%'ooled Ilolder there was no possibility that
the structure temperature was botng driven by an outside energy source. Its response n-as
due entirely to conduction. Therefore, the unexpected response of the structure T/C's prior"
to the response of the SIP sensor leads erie to conclude that there may be two-dimensional
conduction effects. .\ comparison of the thermat diffe,'sivity versus lemix'rature for the
RS1 aJxl ESM Is shown on Figure 28, which supports tl_e theory that t_o dimensional eon-
ductiot_ Is occurring. Thus, iPs I)ellet'cd that the combined effects o[ exothermicity, two-
directional conduction, and expansion, which is not accounted for in the predictions, are
primary causes for the measured versut._ predictOd temtx_rature differences.
Samples CI and C2 (Figure 32) are E_M Part & samples 0ardoamed ES2.I). The post-
test p_togra_hs indicate that both models e._anded n tore severely (o. 333" and 0.283",
respectively) than tixe st.mdard ESNI models, and that tl_e ESM Part A experienced some
surface melting which was not observed on any of the other models. ,\_ wa_ noted in the
sectional At and A2 models, the photog_tphs el' the -,_ectioned CI and C2 models also ,_how
the development of an air--gap between the tittered anti residual virgin material. The air-
gap is much more apparent in the sectioned C2 model although it is not as large as th,tt
observed in test samples At and ,\2. In model CI the air-gap is smaller and appears to
I)e in the development stage relative to the C2 model. The temperature performance of the
two mo6els are presented on Figures 33A and aaB, which show that with the exception of
the nominal 0.2S-inch depth sensor, late in th_ test, the models perfocmed consistently.
At above 450 seconds into the test the shallow T/C on the C2 model began to rise at a more
rapid rate than the corresponding sensor on the Cl sample. This difference could be the
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result of the 50 mil expansion difference between the two models, which as pointed out in
the discussion of the RTV-560 models effectively positions the sensors at different in=dep_
locations from the surface. Also, another factor that may be producing .hese temperature
differences is the 0.25-inch T/C in the CI model appears .to be locate,.! ._'nere _ne air gap .s
developing, whereas in the C2 model the air-gap is well below the first sensor. In general,
•he overall performance of these samples is considered not as good as the standard ESM
performance and only comparable to that of the I).TV-St;0. The material will limit backfaL.-:
:emperature response, however the expans[on, foaming/melting, and char retention may :'>c
a problem.
The fourth material that was lested _:as-M'0del'D, a m0dificd'RTV-560 (filled with
ceramic microballoons = FigLre 34). Post test photographs of this sample show that the
model t >'panded excessively (~0. 284"}, developed an air=gap) and the RSI holder cracked
to a dept_ of about 1.0 inch. The tenJperatureperformanceo[_issample is described on
Figure 34D. It should be pointed out that this sample was not at an equilibrium temperature
level at the initiation of the test. This was the result of an automatic test shut-down, at
110 seconds into the test, due to a vacuum loss in the test chamber. Restart did not occur
.rot 2pproximately 4 minutes and the initial temperatures shown on this figure are those
measured at this time. The thcrmocouple, nominally placed 0.50=inch from the surface,
(ailed about 100 seconds alter the test restart and responded in a very erratic manncr;
therefore, no reliable temperature data is available for this location. The SIP and structure
measurements indicate no appreciable temperature rise at these locations and the overall
response of this sample appears to be consistent with the other RTV models. In comparison
to the ESM model the back/ace perforn|ance is basically the same; l_owever, tl_e in-depttl
response, up to l. 0-inch, is consistently lower than the ESM which is most probably due
to the differences in expansion and/or the development of the air-gaps.
Sample E which is RTV-577 with ceramic mict'oballons and inorganic fibers (Figure 35)
was tested with the previous sample in the right sting arm. RTV-577 is basically IITV-560
without the iron-oxide. Post-test photographs show that this model experienced very little
expansion (0.052''} and that the apparent char depth is considerably less than that of any
of the other models. As can be seen from the top view photograph some crack'.ng of the
surface Char layer and foaming did occur. In addition, it appears that son.. local melting
: ," ( :
/
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occurred at the inter'face of the RSI holder a_d the RTV-577 s__-mples. Despite :his, the
low expansion, c_ar retention and relatively small char dcpt_ _f _is material, .Llor.g with.
its temperature performance, which is similar to that of the ESM, indicates '.his m._terial
is a primary candidate for the cure-in-place repair material.
The final model tested was RTV-560 with inorganic sphc:_s (Figur.e 36). .Measurements
indicate this model expanded almut ,_. 20-inch and as can be s_en _n tl'.e photo.gr:tphs -:omc
cracking of the surface char and shght foaming did occur. T_ char depth oi '.his n..odc[ is
considerably larger than that of the RTV-577 model. It has _;9roximatc!y _._.e san-c char
depth (0.75'5 that is evident on the ESM samples, tlowever, :mlike the ESM samples, a
crack between the char and remaining virgin material is apparent from the sectioned view
of this model. The models temperature performance is described on Figure 36D, and
comparison of this data to the measurements from the other s_,nples shows that the shallower
T/C's responded more like the ESM, rather than the other mo2ified [ITV-_60 r._odcls.
Conclusions and Recommendations
The backface temperature response data of all models s_wed that any of the tested
samples would adequately limit the structure temperature rise. However, l_ased on the
expansion characteristics, char depth, char retention, and _e materiais abdity to _esist
fracturing, two of the materials, ESM-1004AP iS:tropics BI. a.:d B2) and RTV-577 (Sample
E), outperformed the other candidates for this environment. _TV-577E was selected for the
cure-in-place ablator on the basis of thi_ performance data.
A summary chart which briefly defines the test results (temperature rise, weight loss,
and expansion) is presented in Table 17.
Subsequent testing (channel flow) at NASA-JSC is scheduled for larger samples to
determine the performance repeatability of the material (RTV-577E and a similarly filled
RTV-560E model), under a high shear environment channel ft_w configuration.
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TABLE 17. SIIUTTLE TILE REPAIR KIT TEST I_SULTS
E ,,_p,'ms,:cn Wt. Loss
Mater*al _ at Model (Trams)
RTV-560 A ! 0.5007" I$.S
A2 0.371'" 11.3
ES_I- 1()0-IA P BI 0. 117" 6.3
B2 O, 1 I0" (i. 9
ES_,! (Part A) CI 0. 33277 8.5
C2 0.2832" 9.3 A1
RTV-560
W/Ceramlc
Mlcroballoons
RTV-577
W/Ceramic
Microballoons
RTV-560
',','/Quartz
S_heres
D 0.2837" 7.5
E 0.052" 12.4
F 0,2031" 7.8
Test Results
Beth samples exhibited excessive gwelling, a_
e..x'pected.Sample AI h_'ida mushroom shaped
char at cemDlc of _est,however less cf _ub-
laver char .n_.a ve been a re,cul_of :_tingarm
_,brations. B, face (S'9) T/C showe..t no _ig--
nificant :herin pen0tration (AT-S.O" :i} C,_0 ._cc).
Beth samples exhibited slight swelling and re-
tained char layer. Minimal cracking of char in
near _vurface layer observed. RSI holdcr (22)
appears to'havc'experienccds-om'e melt at £$7d/
R_ interface. Test shutdown (due to oxygen
loss) occurred 424 sec into tes_.ing of sample B1
(SIP T/C indicated-3" tempera_re rise). Time
lapse greater thah 5 minutes (soak) resulted in
SIP temperature rise-27" pri(_r [o sample in-
sertion for completion of 60tl .: test period.
Ftaal temperature rise abou, ._'. Sample B2
was tested for _00 sec (continuously) -. mea-
sured temperature rise was 8% Comparison
of the first 4_0 seconds for each _ample ir_i-
cat, s similar performance.
Expansion for both saml_les was less severe than
samples A1 & A2, .Char _as retained; ho_ever,
both models - ppcar to have exDevienced some
melt and had cracks in the char layer. ,SIP
tcmperabJr¢ rise. (C!-}- 7-. t* - C2 (_3, 1'%
Test shut-down occurred 110 seconds into Sest.
Approximately 4 minutes passed p: tot to re-
start, Thermocouples responded erratically.
Sample expanded somewhat le_s than pure RTV
models. RSI holder _.-acked to a depth of
about I. 0".
Experienced less expansion but cracked more
than other models, Also, re-solidified foam
_va.s apparent on test sample and RSI holder.
_P teraperature rise~ 9".
Sample experienced some cracking in char
layer and slight foaming. Expansion was less
than that observed for samples A1 & .42. EP
temperature rise ~ 10%
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A A -
TEST
MATERIAL
RSIHOLDER
IA
r
THERMOCOUPLE DEPTH
AL STR
WATER-COOLED
HOLDER
25"---'_
.50"
1.0"
SIP
Iv.--2.0" --_ /_SOFT INSULATION
(DYNA FIBER}
A-A .75" -_
L CR-AL THERMOCOUPLES
INSTALLED PARALLEL
TO SURFACE
NOTE: S!P- NOMEX FELT
]_igurc 25. Test Model l_finlfion
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Figure 28. Thermal Dlffusivity Comparison
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A. PRETEST B. POST TEST
SAMPLE D RTV-S60 W/CERAMIC MICR0$ALLOONS
C. POST TEST (SECTIONED)
_; PEPTIL P.LL_.LI
• \ o. ,_k'
"6
I
":._.
O. THERMOCOUPLE DATA
Figure 34, Model D Photographs and Thermocouple Data
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Figure 37.
Reserved for late abIation tests; data
not available.
4 -:..._
I. 3.5 PI1OP'.,'.RTY EVALI'A FIONS
Pre-Cured ,-\l_hltor t_,_md Test
The ,)IUe('tive of IhL:_ la:_!, ",vrls :O determine I_ond capak.'.ity of the selected :ll)lator'-.?urcd--
ill-pitier' boll(] !1110r['a¢_'c.
.\ -q_i'b'-_ of _'].ll',vJ;-;o (bull} {c.q::.ie -;II't,n_lh l_.'sts wcrt:, :,llt]uclc'd u:-;iilg Lilt: selected zb-
l:ltor :lP.d [ll,_ ,'ill +`` tl'J-i)!:lt'(' b+}nd _A/..,l_:r+.lls !.t> determine t_.,_' bond Stl'(]nglJl8 el u,u"" abta:._r
cur, e--h_-gl:lc.._ ,d)i;_l:_,- _1 eh_vatcd tcnll_,_r:ltllrt,.. This test V:-aatrLx is shown :IS Table 15, and
the spocillle_l conlib,,ur:llio_l ::s Figure ;'8.
The test daln l'or R'| V-5(;0I". and ItTV-57"/E IJ, mded to KSM 100.t AP '_s listed in Tak_.es
19 and 20 anti ph_tted ,m Fig,.ares 3!_ and.10. The fathlre m>:]es were primarily adhesixe t_J
the ESM 100.1 AP at r_ml temperature with loads in excess .ff the -10 psi requirement. P_,st-
test photos a:'e shown as i:ig_re 41.
Cure-in-Place Ahlatoc Bond l'ests
The objective of this ta qk was T.o investigate bond stren_..hs of the cure-in-place ab2ator
and assoeiated substrates.
The mechanical i_rolu.'rties detcrmined were txmd stren_zh (bult tensile) to sul)stvate con-
ditions identified by NASA-JSC. The test marl'ix is shown irt Table 21.
The test data for I1TV-5_;0E and RTV-5'i"I'E lmnded to G FE P'I'V-B_0"SIP i,_ listed in
Tables 22 and 2:1, and ia plotted in Figures a9 and 4a The failure modes for both repair
materials "vere mixed: adhesive to Oe RTV-5(10 coated SIP .'.rod cohesive in the SIP, In
almost all eases of adhesive I:ailure, post-lest obser_,aiions [ndiealed ripping of the SIP as
well, tmdoubtedly leading to the low level failure stress. A&ditional specimens were th¢_
fabricated of RTV-560E bonded to a well-cured IlTV-560 surface only. Tesls at la0°F r-'-
suited in an average failure load of :._ psi {Table 24}. This ,data point is plotted on Figu_
39 for comparison and indicates that SIP strength is the limi't_ng factor. Post-test photo_ of
the SIP tests are shown m; Figure .t2.
Test data for R'I'V-5_;0f ::nd ll'I'V-577E 'mnd,:d to C,FE H.-':ISI tile is listed in Tables 2_
and 211, _ut plotted in "_'igmres :19 and 40. The failure m_t e for RTV-a_;0E was l(10e_ eoh_.._i_e
in 'd,e tile near the bond interface with ;,he exception nf specimen no. 1,I :It 40_F where [,:'_Iu.-e
p
m
i
|
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also occurredin the c_:nter o_ the tile specimen. The failure mode for RTV-577E speclnwns
was primari;_ cohesive in :he tile; however, a_ a result of higher vlscosky and ptx_rcr wellinl,.
several of the spcclmf-ns also exhibited :;dhcslve failure to the tile, The post-test phot,_gl-:ll_hs
a:'e shown as Figure 43.
TI-.," spect_men ¢onfiI.D,tradon.,t m all cases were identical _o t"tat shown in FJKure 38, with
the RTV-,_;0 _'IP or the tile in place of the ESM. "l_e speclman flow plan Is shown in l:i_urt,
-t4.
1.3.(; .';EI.EC_:'D MATERIAL AND ALrERNATES
A faa_tiv _ f rolx|lr materials based upon IVl'V-577 and l{'l'V-5(;0 have been identlfic_t tt_
nicer the follo_.tng t'equiromt, nL_.
a. A cur,,.,-in-place ablator has been developed tt_ mabatain the structure below 35o I.'
tlu rtn_ cntl'y.
b. The rmaterial may bt, easily appl[ett via caulking gun approaches.
c. Gellat.ton in the 15 {o 30 minute range in vacuum aa Initially specified.
d. Cures of 2.1 hour_ provide 40 t_| strength or greater.
e. The cmre-in-plao._ m:ty be used as the pre.-_tred ablator adhetdve.
The s01ectc, d cure-in-place material is RTV-577E, a fiber, mlcrosp_ert., filled i{ !'V-377.
The material k.as successfully met the ablation test requirements, oxce|.xis 40 ix,d IlatwL-_e
ten_ile strengt_ to t_- pro-cured ablator :rod to R'rv-560, ;rod provides sufllc[ent visct_it_ [,t
prevent flo_" iatt_ file remaining tile Joints. While the viscosity of RTV-5771.'. is very hi#t,
flow in the mlxer-applicator does not indicate this to be a pr_blem.
Investigation of IVI'V-5"/7/RTV-511 blends (with fillers) should be pursmxl to prt_vi_k.
viscosity contrxol or optimization if rt.,quirt, d for mixer-applicator effeetivem, ss.
Ii "-" - =
j mi
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TABLE 18. FL-VISt,'ISE TENSILE "I'ES'I%."
Test Ternp 17* NIm_l)er of Specimens Comment.-_
40 5'* I
150 5 Assess l-'aiiurt, .Mode
f
[ :Is _vo]l ;I.s
35O 5 I Ultimate Strength
"!5 Ininut_ soak at tcmlx, rature prior t_) test
** 5 EA RT\'-560E & RTV-577E
'rABI.E I:). BUTT I'ENSILI-" TESTS RTV_a0E TO 1:.'.';31 1004-AP
Slx, ctmen Temp. St ..ngth (p.,_l)
No, (" 1")
Failure .M,_le
Adhesl_'e ,ruP,IE to Cohesive 1004-AP
IO04-AP at lnte rfilee
1 40 ,_:l. 7 1O0
2 " 92. ,_ ! 00
:l " I ld. 0 ,,I0
4 " 103.0 30
5 " 101.5 75
99..! SI2 ;2. I
[; ! 50 5 I. 8 ! 00
7 " 52.2 100
8 " 4t;. 5 100
11 " (;0. () 94
1o " 57. :1 100
._51.2SD 5.2
11 .'150 35. s 100
! 2 " 19.5 9_.1
13 " 31. :! !00
14 " 27..l I00
15 " 15.0 100
25..q ,qD s. 5
0
0
2O
25
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TABLE 20. BUTF TENSILE TESTS RTV-577E BONDED FOESM-10OI-AP
Specimen Temp. Strength
No. ("F) (ps l)
Failure .M,x't t_
Adhesive 577E to 100-i-AP
1 40 _5.5 100%
2 " 80.8 "
3 " t;5.3 "
4 " i;8.2 "
5 " 52.1 "
._ 66.4 SD I0.2
1 150 57.0 100%
2 " 72.1 "
3 " 45.4 "
4 " 50.0 "
5 " 50.1 "
._ 54.9 SO 10.5
1 350 32.0 I00'_
2 "' 29.5 "
3 " 42.7 "
4 " 46.8 "
5 " 42.4 "
38.7 SD 7.5
TABI.E 21. BOND STRENGTII TEST MA'I'RLX
SuLmt r'at_
Numb_r of Butt Tensile Test,; at Temp
40 'F 75"F 150°F 250 >F
SIP/RTV-560 tR'FV-560E
SI P/RTV-51;0/R I'V-577E
RTV-550,/I1T V-5fi0E
Tile IMachtne Surface) to
RTV-5_0E
RTV-577E
350"F
3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 :i 3
3
3 3 3 3 3
3 3 3 1 3
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TABLE 22. BUTT rENSILE TESTS - RTV 560E BOND "tO SIP/RT\ :
Specimen
No.
Failure Mode
Temp. Break Stress Adhesive-
('F) (psi) 560E to, 560 SIP Coating
2 40 27.2 100r_,
7 " 41. S 101_,
12 " .9. , 0
_32.9 SD 7_q
1 75 25.0 100c{
6 " 27.5 90
11 " 32.7 0
28.4 SD 3.9
5 150 2,3.8 1007,
I0 " 28. I 0
15 " 24.3 75
._"25.4 SD 2.4
3 250 19.7 100%
8 " 26.6 20
13 " 20.1 0
_" 22.1 SD3.9
4 350 18.5 100eL
9 " 22.4 90
14 " 20.0 100
_" 20.3 SD 2.0
0
_0'_'
100"_.
Orl
lO
100
Of_,
lOO
0%
100
10
o
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Specimen
No.
TABLE 23. BUTT TENSILE TESTS -. RTV 577E BOND TO SIP/S60
Failure Mode
Temp. Break Stress Adhesive-SiP Adheslvc-577(E)
('F) (psi) to 560 coat to 560
2 40 36.0 15% 85q
7 " 32.9 2 98
12 .... _o.9 30 70
._"32.6 SD 3.6
1 75 35.7 95 5
6 " 33.7 70 30
11 " 28.3 40 60
._ 32.6 SD 3.8
3 150 26.5 90 I0
8 " 28.4 30 70
13 " 23.8 0 I00
26.2 SD 2.3
4 250 19.8 I0 90
9 " 22.0 10 90
14 " 21.2 80 20
"_ 21. _JSD I.I
5 350 20.7 0 100
10 " 18.7 10 90
15 " 19.6 5 95
._ _9.7 SD 1.0
TABLE 24. BUTT TENSILES - RTV 560E BONDED TO RTV 560
(RTV-560 cured 4 hrs _ 160°F, RTVo560E cured 24 hrs at R.T.)
Specir_en
No. Strength (psi) Failure M,x:le
I 137
2 79
3 99
4 97
5 83
"_ 99
SD 23
100_, adhesive, 560E to 560
100% adhesive, 560E to 560
100_[, adhesive, 560E to 560
100_, _dhesivc: 560E to 560
100% adhesive, 560E to 560
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TABLE 25. BUTT TENSILE TESTS - RTV560E TO HRS! TILE
=
!
Specimen Temp. Strength
No. (°F) (psi)
4
9
14
I0
15
6
3
8
13
40' 6.0
" 5.3
" 8.I
75 4.0
" 5.3
Failure Mode
Cohesive Ir Tlle
Cohos ire in q'ilc
(at intc,'face)
150 ll._
" 16.5
" 13.3
_. 250 3.5
7 " *
12 " 4.8
1 35O 5.4
5 " 3.5
II " 2,5
0
0
70
_'6.5 SD 1.5
._4.7 SD 0.9
0
0
0
_"13.7 SD 2.7
_4.2 SD 0.9
i3.8 SD 1.5
*-Failed while loading onto grips.
I00
iv
:3O
I00
w
100
Tt
100
g
I00
1o0
lP i
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TABLE 26. BUTTTENSILE TESqS- RTV 577E BOND TO HRSI TILE
Specimen
NO.
Temp. Break Stress
(*F) (psi)
Failure Mode
Adheslve-577E
to Tile
Cohesive In
Tile
2
7
12
40 23.5
" 13, 1
" 11.1
_- 15.9 SD ,q. 7
lOO7;
1
6
11
75 3.6
" 11.8
" 11.7
._9.0 SD 4.7
I00","
TI
3
8
13
:50 12.0
" 12.9
" 19.9
._" 14.9 SD 4.3
100 _,
95
I00
4
9
14
250 I0.9
" 11.7
" 12.5
._"II.7 SD 0.8
0
5
5
100'_;
95
95
5
I0
15
350 10.4
" 8. |1
" 15.1
._" 11.4 SD 3.4
lOO_
50
0
o,q
50
I00
I
!
t
i
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RTV-S60_ESM 1E_IAP RTV-577F./E_ 10O4AP
F[g_u'e 41. RTV-560E, RTV-577E/ESM 1004AP Post Test Butt Tensile Specimens
RTV J_77E/RTV-61m. SIP
RTV-SSlIE/RTV-560, SIP
Figure ,t2. RTV-560/SIP Butt Tensile Post Test Specimens
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RTY-SGOE/SILICATILE RTV-_/7EJ_LICA T!LE
Figure 43.
FIRST STAGE BOND
RTV-560E, RTV-S77E/TI|e Post Test Butt Tensile Specimens
AL_fMUM E_A RTV_560/SIP TIL___EE
SOLVEWr WIPE VACUUM VACUUM (BOND 180 GRIT SAND
GRIT BLAST SOLVENT WIPE SIP SIDE) VACUUM
WATER WASH DRY
AIR DRY
PRIME
I I t I
BOND WITH RTV-560
ROGM TEMP. CURE
SECOND STAGE BOND ALUMINUM
SAME
RTV_/SIP TILE
VACUUM SOLVENT WIPE 180 GRIT _AND
RTV-360 (REMOVE VACUUM
FINGER PRINTS)
1 ,! l
BOND WITH 1/4 INCH REPAIR MATERIAL
TEST AT 24 HOURS
Figure 44. Bond Test Prepar._t[on Flow pl:m
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4.4 REPAIR KIT
The objective of this task was to establish requirements and I)erfolm_ a conceptual d_.slgn
of the repair kit with major emphasis on the dcveb..nm.,mt, fabrication, m_(t evalunttu,_ of a
dispenser mech,mism for applying the care-in-place a)lah)r. The repair kit i: compris_,d
of the dispenser, ablator materials (prc-curcd :m(1 cured-in-placet, ¢,th,'r toc Is "rod p_'cl_.,r-
ation materials, the thermal contr-I equipmtmt :rod the su)r,"4,,e (:,m_:_'.n,,," which intcrf:w_'._
mechanically :md electrically with the shuttle and/or :hurtle/EVA w,_rk _t:,tio._ (s) !o bc
defined by NASA. As part of tJ_is task, a very limited scope :_ssessr'.cnt .!f ',!.,' ctmt:_in(.-, it.-
thermal control approach, and n preliminary weight estimate was performed. Otht_r to, - m0
items required for the rep,_ir kit were not specifically studied; however, sore(' :t_'cific n(',',l,_
,and approaches evolved from consideration of repair procedurc_.
•i.4.1 DISPENSER CONCEP'I.'S AND TRADE OFFS
"l_c objectives of this task was to screen a bro:ut range of possibh' dis|_.,nser concept_,
examine two In more detail, and then select one for design ._n(t ev:tluation. "l.'hc dist)cnscr
design effort w,-m conducted in Dar:dlel with the cure-in-place ablator dcvelol'm('nt task. The
candidate resins/catalysts/fillers (discussed fully in Paragraph 4.3) encompassed ,'ha extreme-
ly bread range of viscosities :rod formulations (see belowl which lent :m extra measure of
complexity to the concept formulation and breadboard design tasks.
CANDIDATE RESIN MLXTURES
RESINS VISC(3SITY CATALYST DILUENT
(POISE) WT RATIO WT RATIO
RTV 560 50,000
IiTV 5(;0E 1-t0,000
RTV 57"/ 500,000
RTV 577E 1,500,000
C A TA LYS T
S. T. O.
DILUENT
St,'mnous Octoate O. 1-1. Or.{•
SF 96-50 Silicone Fluid l-lO'_i',
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The evolution of the dispenser cor.cept, as will be discussed in follewing sections,
occurred in the [ollowing sequence.
• Screening
• Select Two
- Static MLxer iFlow M,xer}
- Batch MLxer
• Evaluate Above
• Select One Concept
- Static MLxer
Small Disposable (100-125 it. 3)
• Design Static Mixer
• Design and F_brie_te Breadboard
• Review Concept at Mid-Term Meeting
• Convert to Large Static Mixer (independent of later NASA direction to do same)
- _ 400 !n 3
- Throw a_vay Mi.xer/Nozzle
• Provide Wood M/U :o JSC & Review
- Make MLxer part of body
- Astronaut handles Hose/Valve/Nozzle only
,, Accumulate Breadboard Test Data
• EIimin,nte Throw Away Mixer/Nozzle by:
- Extending working time
- Possible L2ushout ifneeded
• Design fabricate and test large prototype
• Final recommended soIution
- 40, in3 dispenser
- Tank & Mixer with llose/Valve/Nozzle
- No throw away parts required
- Verified by prototype test data.
Concept FormuLation and Description
The various mixing and application concepts can be divided into two basic categories.
In the first, the resin and catal5 :t arc first thoroughly mlxed together, and the mixture is
extruded tlnru a nozzle Into the repair area. In the second catcgoi'y, the catalyst and resin,
in measured ratio are forced through a mixing device to the nozzle and onto the repai_" ",yea.
A schematic of the static mLxer concept is shown In Figure t5.
T:,ble 27 l":_ts some of lhe concepts initially considered, and some general comments _:_
to their suitability. These were narrowed down to two: one the axial piston batch mixer;
and second, hhe conainuous flow/mixer. Conceptual designs of each _re described below.
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Concept No. 1 - The mix .-rod extrude concept is illustrated by the desigu depicted Oil Figure
It3. The resin is stored in a chamber which ihcorporated the cylinder, a mixing .'rod e._lling
pistol1 assembly and a iced SCL_w. The piston consists of two members both having a pattern
of holes passing thru them. The uppcrmemlmr is permanently fastened to the operating
rod (.'rod handle). The lower which also has paddle like vanes, is fast, ned by abcaring to the
upper mcmL_r :rod rides on the lead screw. The catalyst is introduced either from a ruptur-
Ing bag stored In the pistons or bY ,an _xternal syringe inserted hypodermically thru a rubber
plug in the upper cap. Mixing Is accomplished by moving the piston up and dowtt. Tl_e re:;in
mixture is forced thru the holes in tit/., pistons while it is further agitated by the rotation of
the lower piston az_i Its vanes. Extrusion of the mLxture Is accomplished by pulling the
piston fuUy up and then rotatlt_ it clockwise. A ratchet between the two pistons locks them
. .. ..
in a relative p0sitlon so that none of the holes In one piston align with those in the other. The
pistons arc drives do_xt by the lead screw. This conceptual design requires that mixing and
extrusion power bc manually supplied by the operator.
Concept No. 2 - The mlx during extrusion ctmcopt is illustrated by the design d_pictcd in Fig-
urc 47. Two cylinders are arranged concentrically; and the piston areas arc In ff.e required
volumetric ratio of the catalyst ar.d the resin. The piston_ are directly connected to each
other thru a tower arrangement. Pressurizing the upper side of the resin piston drives Ix, th
pisto, s downward. This action leeds catalyst and resin, In the correct proportion, to a
_abyrinth type static mixing assembly. This assembly consists of corrugations _elded to-
gether in a series ant! altorna_ly ci'ossod to provide many repeated divisions of the flow
pattern to provide good mixing. Flow Is controlled by a valve placed between the mixer and
the nozzle. The two basic concepts are compared in Table 28.
Other second tier trades that were conducted are described below.
a. Manual vs. Automatic Operation -- Althcmgh the astronaut is capable of performing
various tasks, it was considered that an automatic or at worst semi-automatic
dispensing system should be utilized.
b. Electric vs. I_eumatlc Power -- The decislor, to use the MMU EVA concept negates
consideration of electric power tmloss from batteries included with the dispenser.
Pneumatic power was selected for performing the automated mixing and dispensing
functions. The specific source of Imeumatic power is still under study:
1. Compressed gas blow down and regulator
2. Multi-phase vapor boil-off.
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c, Pistonvs, Bladder Expulsion -- l_he piston meLhod for expulsion Is far simpler than
a bladc._<'r method (fabric or metallic) especially when a pa_s-thru for mechanical
mixing/stirring must be provided,
d. Flow Control - .Metering Valve vs, Pressure Control -- A metering flow control
valve at the noz.-.le is a more positive method of control and was selected over con-
trolling extruding pressure,
SE LECTED MIXER-APPLICATOR APPROACHES
The "mix during exlrustor" static mixer concept was chosen for its greater simplicity
and operating flexibility. This concept permits the use of small "throw-away" dispensers, or
a large dispenser with "throw-away" mixer-nozzle assemblies. As an alternative to the
throw away mixer-nozacle, _he. mlxer-no_czlc assembly can be kept clear over an extended
period of time well in cxcese of the pot life by Scheduling periodic flowing af the mixture to
avoid setting up In the mtxcr or nozzle. This latter scheme trades "wasting" matcrtal in
lieu of requiring operator assembly disassembly functions and carrying spare mixers to the
work site. Since the later also wastes material, the spare elemcnts actually provld,: no
advantage.
Thus the trade off studies resulted in the adoptitm of a pneumatically operated, continuo_
flow system using a static mixer. The im_umatic aetumtor continuously meters out r_sin
and c_talyst In the proper proportion into _e mixer. 1he staUc mixer w_ll .,'clla!:ly mt._
whichever material is selected and continuous!y dispense it upon operation of the flow control
-- : .... . + ....
+
valve. The only parameters that must be selected are the operating pressure _ mixer slat,
which are a fuactton of the material selected and flow rate required. (This is discussed In
detail in the following par_raph. )
An advant,_m which occurred f,-x_m this selection w',,s the capability, of offering various
options of the concept:
a. Small throw-away type dispenser.
bl
e.
Large dispenser ( )1 gal, capacity) with a replaceable mixer-applicator,
Largo dispenser ( ,"-1 ga:.) which when co_plod _ith a slower gelling material, will
be operable for longer ,,,,riods of time, at worst requiring self=flushing with a
fresh mixture of material.
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"11_e brea,_tx.,c.-J deslh_n wm¢ based or_ (a)) _ wood ,nc,_-l, up Orc, vLd,..d to NASA durln_ rile (;th wet.k
of the progr:,.m _vaa h,.-,sc_! on (b), and ._uhaecB_cnt design and pre, tOtypes ,w, re ba,,¢od ()n (o).
4.4.3 BRL'ADBOARD DLSPENSEI_ DE:,IGN I'ABRIC.a, TIO,X;, At-PD EVAI.U.V_'ICN
Ek'sl_,m
The Desit,_ x)b_,ctivc of this task w'u'¢ h. des.igrt tl_e hre-._dboazd di._lx;t_.t..'c t_;,_lo]. _kt, tches
_f the t,ispenser part_ and :t,_s¢'mhl,," wets2 pr,'part, d of .-;ufficient (lu.tai; t_. For:_:it fabrtt-: titan
:tnd assembly. The IJrea.{l-oard di..,l_,-tt._cr readily d!s:lssombled .for ¢.']c:mtpg " " '.ll_e. I" O:|Cfl b;it,.l',
:rod prior :o setting up o¢ the mi.yturt,. Sirglo t._dnt f._tlute and. re, hind:rot features were m_t
incorl'orated In the design. "l_,l¢. tlesii.qt was Cnl)abh' of b_,ing opc.,at:(xi tt: a :'::cuum over a
toml_rature rangt" ,,f 46--1-20'1-'; ...... "....
The ability to vat 5" cakalyst r:_tto w:m tncoBx_ratL'd inb) the desig:_, m_d pnr_.q proeu:'cd
accordingly. Iitm'm,'ero prior to :,_s:,nlbly, _.he catalyst ratio was fix..'d at approximatL.:y.
10 ;: ,and the ttesigm m,_l|fit_d to aceommcxlate thLs ratio. The brotldboazd distx_n.,;er was sJzt._
to deliver approximately 100 It;. 3. it incorporates _he concept a_ shown in Figure .1_, except
that it utilizes standard 72 ft, 3 compressed gas bottle, and adju_L'tble pressuro regulator for
actuaries am] rough plumbing and valves. The key features are real, namely the tltiai t_'lMders
,and the static mixer.
Fabricate Broadtx_ard Di._penser
The object of this ta,_k was t_ fabricate ,and aaseml)le one di,spenser io the sketches pre-
Imrt.'d in the previous task. Parts wt, re manufac_red and assembled in the prototype _hop.
Identification ,and proc'urement of long lead [remit w=a exlx.'dittoasly accomplished, ,and the
fabrication eompie_xl on time. The concentric piston dispcwmer ami the .stntle mixer part.,_
are shown in l.'ifiure 48. The pistons with their rods, the metering tube, which scp,,trates
the r_a_ and cata!yst and the end plates w,'m made of GOG1 aluminum and the outer cylinder
of PVC pipe.
All static and dynamic seals employ nitrile (btma-N) O rings; ,and the era! plates were
held by full length tie bolts. Twelve element mixer assemblies were selected to mix the
viscous trmterial. These included a one inch dimmeter unit having 1/8 cormlgations,
a 1-1/2 inch diameter unit having 1/4 inch corrugations and a 2 inch diameter unit also with
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I/4 Inch corrugations. The housings arc simply stainless steel pipe. The design a_ad i'abri-
tation L_.qk_ Included the teat set up. Initial problems with loading the RTV, especially the
more. vic.cou._ 577 aeries resulted bt sig_atfic_.2nt-.air being entrapped in the loadin_ process.
in ackiltto, to that inherently trapped durin2 mixing. Alterations to the set up. plus dcacrating
the material for a mtntmttm of 4 hours have helpcxi solve the problem. Essentially, the
dog:rased rcsin is "g.'avity" fed from .ac s_ppl_' container Into the storage cylinder, wilh
the piston in the retrnc*_xt or fully loaded position. A vacuum pump is conne.:t_.d to a
ourging _mrt in the cy_Lr_]er :rod rosh_ d_wn in. When res_ begins to enter ".he vacuum line
(short piece of 'lb'gon), the vacuum is turncxt off. The inlet valve [s shut off, :rod the pishm
pressurized (10-20 PSI}, if it mo;-es forward and springs back upon pressure venting, then
air is entrapped, fhe pist_m i_'pr_ssurizod again, and the inlet val'le t,lx'nc<! to _-mrge out
'air.
TABLE- 27. MIXING CONCEPTS CONSIDERED
Concept Comments
Rotating Paddle
Axial Piston
Difficult to Mix-Must Wipe Total Surface
Difficult to Expel Around P:xidlcs
Limited to Batch MLxing
I_ng M Lxing Time,_
Better MLxing 31_,_nAbove
Requires Push/l_tll Motion
Secure Mixing Piston & Start Ejt, ct
Piston (Crewman)
M_mg Chamber
Static Mixer ]
• Difficult to MLx Wide Ratios
• Conttnu, ms Flow Capability - Easier
• Proven D,_s[_ for large Mix Ratios
• Proven Design for Large Viscc_ity
Ratios
• Continuous Flow-Easier
Premix & Store @ -40'F
Micro Balloons
Untried Meth<_s
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TABLE 28. MIXER COMPARtSON
.'dLx :rod Extrude _ MLx During Extrusion
Advantages
• E._truslon pressure is lower. • Simplicity.
• Lir, leoperator effort.
• Operating flexibility - Pt_t life applicable
only to resin in mixer and downstream.
• Large storage trait can be used xfith re-
placemc.nt mLxers.
Reliable mixing of largo ,'esia 'catalyst
ratios (both volumetric and viscosity) have
be_n demonstrated.
lllgh viscosity rosin makes
mixing enorg3, high.
Dis_vanta_cs
• lllgh pressure required h_r mixing and
extrusion.
Entire mix has single pot life • Container Is a pressure vessel.
Large operator effort during • Reliable homogeneous mixing of large
mixing, resin/caLalyst ratios tvolume and/or vls-
........ ¢o.slty) require longer and/or larger mLxer
intrtrluetiota of catalyst re- elements.
quires a separate step. -
Homogeneous mixing of large
rosin/catalyst ratios re-
quires long mixing time.
tlomtgcneous mixing of large
rosin/catalyst viscosity
ratios requires long mixing
tlxno.
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=4.4.4 PROTOTYPE DISPENSER DESIGN AND FAP.RICATION
As a ='esult of interaction of the mid-tern:, meeting, a decision was reside by GE to
emphasize and proceed witb a large "3 part" dispenser a_'c0mpar_l to-a small disposable
device. ....
Mcckup Unit
Prior to proceeding witk. the pro_,q_e design _d i'lb.-'icatien, a wood mockup unit was
prepared. This uo_._ as shown in F;gure 49was ]elivered :o NASA J_C during the 6th week
of the pro_ra.m. The mockup was reviewed wifi, NASA persormel for operational effectiveness.
"l_e major change _%ich resul'ted from the interchange wa._ to make the mixer assembly part
of the dispenser body so that the astronaut only handles "the hose, trigger Valve, and nozzle.
Functional Prototype Design
The prototype dispenser '.mlt is designed to be representative of a flight design _here the
roquirod 1050 cubic inches to be deliverd will be packaged in three large d_pensers. The
capacity is nom_ally 400 in. 3 which is the required 360 in. 3 plus the unavailable residual
volume of the mixer and nose/valve/nozzle assembly.
The structure is designed primarily to permit quick construction consistent with the
early demonstration Ip zero - g flight. Stress levels _ere kept low to minimize the risk of
fabricating parts before or at the same time as they were stress analyzed. The prototype is
_ .- . .....
functionally Identical to the fright item but considerably heavier due to the above constraints.
The prototype disl>--nser is shown in Figure 50 comprises a concentric two piston
reservoir; a pressurant tank with fill and shut off valves, and a regulator; a static mixer
assembly connected to the reservoir and a hose, valve, avd nozzle assembly which provides
flexibility for applying the "cured in place" ablator-_dhe._vc :o the repair area.
The twin piston reservoir assembly is sized to displace 360 in. 3 plus the volume re-
quired to fill the mixer and hose-nezzle assembly, estimated at 47 cubic inches. The two
acts of pistons and cylinders are arranged concentrically with the catalyst (10% by volume)
piston in the center and the annular resin cylinder on the cmtstde. All static and dynamic
Z- :: •
h _ .
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used in aircraft.
operating valve.
valve.
seals employ nitrile O.-rings. _-qae structure was designed to contain _e hi_est extrusion
pressure, which prior to testing was estimated at 500 psi. The design was ta:rgeted at a
burst pressure of four times this value or a 1.25 x the pressurizing tank-pressure.
2"he pressurizing tank was sized to allow operating at relative!y low pressure. The
pressure was chosen to allow the above described structure to have a 1.25 burst pressure
ratio without an unacceptable structural penalty. 2_e nominal pressu."e-wn.s set at 2000 psi,
which resulted in a required volume of 139 in3. This requirement was satisfied on a very
short procurement basis by a Pressed Steel Tank Co 3RC 150 HT3 tank of 150 in 3. This
tank meets DOT 3HT-3000 requirements a_ich rates it for pressures up to 2000 psi when
The pressura,nt is N 2 and the.operation is initiated by.op@nlng a quick
The dispenser pressure is controlled by a regulator having a built in relief
Static Mixer -- The key eleme=t of the entire concept is the static mixer: 2"his comprises a
tube containing a device which compels the working substances to travel random labyrinth
paths and thus become mixed together. The pipe contains a number of elements, each of
which is a diameter long. Each element c_lnprtses a number of layers of corrugated steel
welded together in a crossed diagonal pattern. The elements, in _rn are welded into pairs
at right angles _.oeach other. T_elve elements or six pair were initially selected. The
corrugations of various pitches are also available. One, one and one-half, and two inch mixers
were evaluated to determine the size and m_nber of element_ required for adequate mixing
and minimum pressure drop.
Hose, Valve, and Nozzle -- The mixer is connected to the valve-nozzle assembly by a four-
foot length of flexible hose. The hose must be capable of withstanding full pressurization
pressure and must provide an adequate flow path. A nominal 3/4 inch size, Aeroquip 2208,
double braid, teflon line hose has been chosen for this requirement. This hose offered the
best flexibility and lowest weight of the high prcssurehoses. Its burst strengch of 8,000 psi
is iar in excess of requirements.
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Theinitial choiceof valveis a3/4-m_hplugvalveLnwhichacylindrical plug, contain-
ing a full flow passage, is rotated 90 degrees off to full on. A "Circle Seal" valve is being
modified to provide a simple hand grip squeeze dead man type of shut off The nozzle is
simply a transition section to fan the full flow of the 3/4 in line into a 0.19 X 1-1/2-inch
flat strip. Initial desigt, ,'rod testic.g of this design has shown various shortcomings which
need to be corrected, or other concepts must be evolved. -......
An alten_ative to this valve is to locate the vaIve at the exit of the mixer proper. "l_hu._.
the hose does not need to be a high pressure dcsigl_, and a more flexible and manageable
configuration would result, ttowc_,er, the crewman must o-pcrate the valve with one har_
while still maneuvering the nozzle. The mos_ acecptable-,_pproach c-_z,, bc-determir, cd du|'in_
each astronaut training.
The prototype unit was fabricated to the definition of Figure 50. The completed trait is
shown in Figure 51 after several tests, the prototype unit'was provided to NASA-JSC for a
KC-135 zero--g test with a fully suited astronaut. Results of this test w_.rc not available for
the final report, however the demonstration of the unit and crewman training at NASA-JSC
prior to the test was very successful,
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Figure 49. Wood Mockup
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• OELIVEREO TO _ASA
OUEIING gTH WEEK OF
PROGRAM
• U|EDFOR K¢.I3S
ZERO.G TEST
Figure 51. Functional Prototyi_
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4.4.5 TEST AND EVALUATION OF BRE;IDBOARD AND PROTOTYPE DISPENSERS
Breadboard Dispenser Checkout
Cylindsr Assembly -- The cylinders and pistons were assembled and leak tested atlow pres-
sure. Rework was accomplished on the outer cylinder ID (PVC pipe)to correct leakage
problems. Subsequent to this, the assembly was proof tested to380 psi, thenomlnal _orking
pressure of the pipe. For lab testing, an upper limitpressure of 350 psi was established.
Dispenser Assembly -- The entire dispense, was assembled by Interconnectlon of the c>'tinth'r
assembly to the staticmixer .andto the fill[n_pressure pet. This piping Installation_.-.L';
modified several times to correct fillingdeficiencies. The entire assembly was hyd,o-
smtlcally proof tested to 380 psi.
A trialrun was made using a water soluble spackling compound with an apparent vls-
costty slightly,lower than RTV--577, and using water in the c,talyst chamber. "l'neunit was
pressurized at I00 psi. The material flowed erratically {entrapped air)although with a
fairlywell mixed consistency (lower viscosity, of course). This trialrun gave the first
indicationthat loading procedures had to be refined (accomplished), subsequent paragraphs
discuss the test series as tabulated on Table 29.
Breadboard Test Results
Test Series "A" -- This series utilized a 12-element (6 pairs) l-inch diameter mixer, b:tsod
an preliminary analyses for the material viscosities to bc used. Materi;lis.testod were
RTV-560E and 577 blended ("E") and unblondod, and with and without catalyst. The basic
L_'lls of this series wore to obtain flow data and mixing efficlencies for thu variotts materials,
_[ch represented a very wide range of viscosities. An early test run using RTV-560 _s the
"%'-atalyst" In order to obtain visual indication of mixing showed excellent results with both
12 and 10 elements (6 and 5 pairs) (see Figure 53). The addition of blend increased the
pressure required for flow, while the _kiition of 70% diluent (with/without hardener) in-
crewed flow rate a= 1. G times for any of thc materials tcstcd. Some unexpcct_l results were
observed as listed below:
a. 577E and 560E appear to flow at the same rate at high pressure >250 psi - most
likely due to the Increase in thLxotroplc behavior of the basic 577.
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b. RTV-577 flo_.'s better than 5GOE which is 1/3 as viscous, mo,_t likely for the s:ml,,
reason as above.
e. All materials tested behavcxl with an apparent viscositymuch lower than the pre-
dictions for laminar flow at low flow rates of the "calculated" nev,'tonianfluid,_.
These results are plottedon Figure 52 _howlng good behavior x_iththe flow rate pro-
portional _,_pressure. The calculated flow data for newtonian fluidsis also shown for c_m -
parison. A pressure gage In the manifold block at the entrance to the mixer was used for
pressure drop measurements in the mixer unit. The AP appeared to be 25-40 psi r:m_e :it the
5-_0 i.n3/min rates. Iiowever the accuracy of the data w.'ts coarse because of clogging :rod
partial curing of material in the gage :rod its port. No h rther attempts were made to
instrument the flow (cylinder pressure w_ts used). Flow measurements wer_ made by col-
lecting a weighed sample over a timed run.
Mixing effectiveness was evaluated visually and by hardness measurements, ilardnes,;
measured about 55 _ 10 durometer for specimens catalyzed, and was quite uniform throu_dl-
out any one specimen. All specimens were cured at room mmpcrature. One half inch Gong
sleeves were inserted at the 4th and 5th mixer pair exits to measure hardness tm one run
with RTV-577. "_'hese couptms measured 40 .'tad 50 durometar rcspectiv_ly.
During the last *,eat run of this series, made in the presence of Dr. 1,eger, NASA-JSC,
two tile cavities sit:re filled, one with RTV-SGOE and one with RTV-577E. Thc cr.vitics had
gaps to simulated adjacent files or 0.0,_0 ,,trxl o. 12 inch, l_t order to determine if the material
would flow int_ them. "l_ne :_;0E did partially flow into the gaps, whert.aa the 577E was con-
fined .e fl,e basic cavity. The mold line restoration or leveling technique using a pl_,_tic
shect was also d_mnnstrated. Set times were about 2 hours for RTV-550E and about 30
mlnutas for 577E.
,_.;st Series B- Ynls series was conducted using the 1-112 x 1/4 inch cell mixer in order
to increase flow and reduce pressures. R also included the use of black dye (Nigrosino) in
o-_ catalyst as a visual indicator. The test with O pairs (12 elements) showed poor mLxing.
The_fore one more pair of elements w:m added, resulting in better mixing, but rv'_t suf-
flc!ently uniform Io be considered good. Nonetheless, hardness measurements in both the
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the light gray axed dark gray areas representing low and high catalyst concentrations, indi-
cated durometer readings in ".he 45 to 55 range. No flow data was recorded because of the
"poor" mix.
Teat Series "C" -- This _eries attempted to combine the good mixing characteristics of l-
inch elements with the low AP characteristics of 1-1/2-inch larger cell elements. A two-
stage mixer was configured, consisting of three l-inch elements in series with live 1-1/2-
inch elements, with the l-inch elements at the inlet end of the mixer. The mixing was _y-
cellent andof uniform color throughout the entire pour and the flow rate excec, ded 20 in3;,nln
at 250 psi.
In this test series, a pour was made into a hai'd vacuum, with the dispenser at ambient.
Mixing was excellent again. The resin was deaerated with a roughltig p_:hp for _ 20 h ours_
prior to loading into the dispenst, and a/ter the dispenser was connected to the vacuum
chamber, the mixer and all downstream intercoanections were also vacuat_. A" 3-inch
deep container was tilled and the flow observed thru a viewing port. The material was
observed to outgas both visually and from the pressure (ion) gage on the vacuum chamber.
The sample was removed _fter 44 ho_rs of 10 -5 terr vacuum. It had a fairly Pat and uniform
surface. Sections thru the material showed a closed cell structure with the c_lls fairly uni-
form in size between 1/8-1/4-inch in diameter. The material cured well {see photo in
Figure 20).
Test Series 'rD" -- This was an attempt to optimize flow/mLx by red_cL_g _e_n,xmber of ele-
ments to 2-1" x 4-1-1/2". Mixing was inadequate..
Prototype Test Result_
Test Series "E" -- Prototype Testing -- This aeries was ¢ae P,rst test of the prototype dis-
ponser in preparation for the zero-g fligi_t tests on a gC-._.35 airplane with a suited crewmm_.
The purpose was to obtain flow data, mixing effectiveness and flow vs. dvm!! time (work-
ing time). The 2 stage mixer was refin,,._d by reraoving one 1-1/2-inch element pair. "fine
results showed excellent mixing ar,d flow, al_ugh the flow rates were slightly lower than
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for the breadboard even though one element pair was removed. This was attributed to
greater pressure drop in the dispenser pr_ .rbecause:
a. Larger mass being moved (1-I/2 gal. unit vs. It_,In3)
b. Different plumbln_, configuration (more bends)
c. More force rcqulrcd to move larger pistons
The flow data is shown plotted on Figure 52, indicating that 29 in3/min can be extruded _t
250 psi.
The second part of the test, which was one continuous test run, was to let the catalyzed
material sit in the mixer for a time period, and restart the flow catching 5 Tlo_, rate s ampiC
of about 1 in 3. The data shows that the material will flow at a constant rate..'fiber repeated
dwell thuo periods of 15 minutes with ~ O. 2% catalyst tSTO) to resin concentration,
The effect of l_versing the mixer assembly (large elements at the inlet end) resulted in
poor mixing.
Other Prototype Tests
As part of the flight certification, the storage container assembly _ts subjected to a
hydrostatic pressure proof test of 1200 psi, first on the inlet (high pressure) side arJd then
on the resin (low pressure) side. PhotogTaphs of the proof test are shown in. Figure 53A ,_nd
.- _ .... . °
the Engineering Test Retort is F--,)vido d in Figure 53B.
Conclusions
Thc one inch diameter/six elornent pair testsal|exhibited good mixing as determined
by the absence of dye streaks Jn the effluent and by the uniformity of "llockey Puck" samples.
The pressure drop verstts flow performance is shown in Figure 52 for various candidate
materials. This plot also includes calculated performnnco for Nowtonial fluidsof various
viscosities. The results show that the 577E viscositywas measured as 1,400,000 centi-
poises, while the test results suggest a value of 100,000 to 150,000 C.P. Since the maberial
contains substantial amounts of throe different fiUcrs, the apparent non-newtoni_n behavior
is not surprising.
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Th._ zesults with the l-1/2-1nch mixer showed thatinadequate mixing took place within
the 21" cot,straint in leng-th. Therefore a two sLage mixer was configured whl¢-h providcxi the
good mLxing of the 1-inch elements with the lower pressure drops of the larger uqit.
llar_Inessmeasurements of the various hockey puck samples collected during all of
these tests showed a hardness of 45-65 duromcter rat.go,afterseveral days.
Overall, uhe tests have pro_,en the effectiveness of the dispenser concept m mLxln.g a._.d-
opcration:d characteristics. Extensive data has tmen aecumulatcxi for final dispenser
design. A hybrk! 2-stage mixer consisting ot four 1-1/2-Inch elements in series with
three l=_ch clement paris performs, satisfacLory ,anti con,'istcnt mixing while extruding :!_c
material (577E) at a moderate preosure for a target flow rate cf 20 in3/mia. The one test
Izl a vacuum also showed excellent flow characteristics. The material cured with porous
structure, but did not rise above the cavity. It is likely that the majority of the bubles v._crc
from entrapped Mr In the resin, which had been air blended _ evacuated with a roughing
pump (28" vacuum) for about 20 hours. A fully degassed material will most likely be less
porous.
The dwell time tests demonstrated that the "3 part" dispenser as configured in our proto-
type design permits the utilization of the large container concept, enr, bling the crewman to
u., ,_ ',.he mixer intermittently while performing other rclat_ repair tasks.
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• BREADBOARD DISPENSER EXCEPT AS NOTED
• DATA - TWELVE 1" ELEMENTS EXCEPT AS NOTED
3 x 1" + 5 x 1-1/2"' (BREADBOARD_
A 3 x 1" + 4 x 1-1/2" (PROTOTYPE)
I I l I l
100 2OO 30O 4OO 5OO
PISTON PRESSURE. LB/IN 2
Figure 52. Static Mixer Tests
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I. MIXED MATERIAL
k. SIDE VIEW OF MIXER ELF.MEETS
ROTE: WHITE $77E Oil SLOESIS
RESULT OF REMOVAL FROM
TUllE
g. ENOVIEW OF MIXER ELEUENT$
Figure 53. Mixing Demonstration from B/B Test Run 3
(577E with RTV-560 in Catalyst Tube)
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Figure 53A. Proof Test of Prototype Dispenser
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Figure 54. Vacuum Curc Demonstration, Breadboard Run 12
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4.4.d STORAGE CONTAINER ASSESSMEN'F
4.4.5.1 Design and Packaging Assessment
The storage cent.sine:" is mounted in the Paylo:wi Bay and In deslglac_t to I_ckagt' the pro-
cured ablator sheets, the applicator with the cure-In-place ablator, ernittanee repair agent,
tools needed for the rcix'tir pla_ce_lure.
The storage container assembly wlli consist of a structural I_x and a thermal protection
system consisting of thermal blankets :w,d active heaters. Table ;10 list.s csttrnated wt.iKht.s
anti volume. T:lbl.' 31 Ilst_ repair kit weight estimates.
The storage cents:nor design concept Is an enclosure where sides are made of honey-
comb panels. T'-o separators are on the !nslde to provide three storage cornoartments.
It Is p_anned that the structural Interface connection to the Orbiter fuselage will be made at
the separator !oca_lona. V:_ntlng provlslt, 's are to be Incor_rated to avoid critical design
loading from pressure chanties.
Th6 storage box overall size and general arr'mgem,_nt is sho_'n In Figure 55. For
operational, therrnal and structural reasons the b_,x is partitioned Into thr_o cavities. A
dispenser and packages of prc,.urod ablator sheets are packaged in each earl .ty. The ttl_-
pensex's., preeast ablator kits .and tools are secured to r_'r_:_tn p:_ckat:ed tn the container
until unelnehed for use. Figure 5_ shows an .irrangemont n:_l mix _f procured block:; "_hlch
are held togv_or by a light, flexible bag. Yig'uro 57 ._bows an ar_':mt_'cment el tile intr:,tica
that can be readily detached.
The therm:_l prot:,etlon syste_l Io mab_tain 100"V , 10° ._'aside fiat, stor:_:e ec_t;llner Is
accomplished by using a multt-I:_ycr Insulation (MLI) blanket on the outside of the .structural
box and resls "tahoe wire heaters with th,,t'_:_ocouplt's on the tnside surface.
The lnterr_l heater_ art, then ..ilico,w r_lbl_r sheets with lmbcrlded wires. These are
attached to the inside _,_ti tff C_.t, i_x :_ ;_x_" :1 ut_if,_rm heat _ the repair kit. The heaters
are controlled by thermost:_:._ t,_ !_ i_.-:_l_rtl 1_3 ;(nalyai:_ :ln_l tesL._.
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TABLE 30. STORAGE CONTAINER WEIGHT ESTIMATE
Box Sandwich Area (No Cover)
Front 26" x 38" = 988 in2 6.86 ft2
Back 26" x 38" = 988 6.86
Ends (26 x 21)2 - 1092 7.55
Bottom 21 x 38 = 798 5.54
26. S4
ltonoycomb Sandwich
q
Outerskin S mils. (.0144 lb/ft_/mil) 26. 84 = 3.1
Innerskin 4 mils. (. 01.14 lb/ft'/mil) 26.M = 1.5
Core - GL. Fabric 0.2 (26.34) = 5.4
Bond - 2pls. 0.2 (26.84) =5.4
Stiff. & Relnfmt. @ 20% -- 3.1
Handholds & Tledowns
Interface Attachment
Thermal Control
MLI Blanket 5.0
Heaters & Harness 2.0
Velcro Attachmt, O, 5
Block and Tile Bags & Lanyards
Total
[8.5
7 5
2.5
35 lbs
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TABLE 31. REPAIR KIT WEIGHT ESFIMATE
Item
I) I>recured Ablator (ESM 1004 AP)
3.75 ft3 @ 35 Ib/ft3
2) Cure-in-place Ablator (RTV 577E)
1200 [n3 @ 59.2 Ib/ft3
3) Emltmnce Agent (GFE)
4) Dispensers
3 @ 35 Ib
5) Tools
6) Thermal Control & Connector
7) Stocknge Contninor
NOTES:
Wt, Lb
132.0
48.0
20.0
105. o
1.0
2.0
35.0
343
,w Itom (I)can bo reduced by lower P ESM for sublayers
• Item (2) can bo roduced by accounting for fommod dens!:_,
(.,.50Ib/ft3) expoctod when appliod
!
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(4,0) /501
_,/ (_ f_.ol
|LO)
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467,2mm
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304,11r_
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Figure 55. Storage Container
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Figure 56. Precured Block and Tile Fackagc
31 ,?Smm
(1.23)
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_AKABLE
TAPE
BLCK:KS ARE TETHERED
TO EACH OTHER
AND TO STOWAGE BAG
3
!
Figure 57. Precured Block Stowage/_g
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2_aermal Csntrot Assessment
The utilization of the repair materials, especially the cure-in-place material, requires
controlled temperatures for adequate working life and to assure adequate cure and perform-
ance. The general approach to this problem was to:
a. Store in the storage containers at suff:elently high temperature to allo'v some cool-
Lug while performing subsequent operations. For Initial purposes the storage '.ern-
perature _ras established as IO0°F =_10.
b. Mtnhnize temperature d¢cay during EVA by passive techniques (no v_owrr available}.
c. Provide adequate temperature in repair area by Initial temperature of the inserted
material, spacecraft attitude control, and structural heat sources.
These thermal control concepts are summarized in Figure 5S and discussed in the following
sections:
Storage Container Control -- The thermal environment experienced by the storage container
can range from a direct view of space (Tsink = 0°R_ to direct solar exposure resulting from
certain orbit/vehicle orientation combinations.
Maintenance of 100"F • 10 ° in the storage container is readily accomplished by use of
thermostatically controlled resistance wire heaters covered with an insulating blanket. The
insulating blanket cr..'t be either: 1) _ mt_ltilayer radiation barrier insulation type, or 2) a lo_"
density, low thermal conductivity foamed or fibrous material type. Numerous candidate
insulative materials exist. Two that have a combination of both low density and low thermal
conductivity are Homex felt and IAtaflex.
materials are summarized In T_ble 32.
muitilayer radlaUon barrier Insulation.
Thermophyslcal properties of these car_Ikiate
An alternative low weight approach is to employ a
Typical effective emissivity of an MLI is 0.02.
View factors from the storage container surfaces to space were estimated and determined
to range from 0.17 to 0.23 for a container location on the floor at the end of the payloat, hay.
Cold case heater power requirements were calculated, Table 33, to hold 100"F for the sev-
eral insulation concepts considered, using a view factor of 0.23. An insulation thickness of
one inch was employed for the Lltaflex and Nomex. Doubling the insulation thickness would
reduce the heater power requirement by only about 30%° For the multilayer radiatiori barrier
type insulation, an effective emissivity of 0.02 was employed with a surface emissivity looking
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at space of 0.9. The unit weight of these Insulation concepts (lbs/ft 2) Is also summarized in
Table 33. Note that the Llta.flex concept would appear to be the llghtest although it requires
the larger power consumption; the heavier MLI results in the lowest power consumption.
For the hot case, a direct exposure to incident solar radiation with surface character-
istics of a = 0.36 and e = 0.9, results in container surface temperatures approaching 350°F
if the view "actor to space is limited to 0.23. If the view factor to space cm_ be increased
to 1.0, the maximum surface temperature Is limited to 100°F, although the heater power
requirement for the cold case :,lso increases. If the view factor cannot be increased, orbiter
attitude constraints will be necessary,
Consideration must also be given to conductive insolation of the storage container from
Its support struc_._.
EVA Thermal Control -- The thermal environment experienced by the EVA Kit and dispenser
gun can range from a direct view of space (Tsink = 0"R) to direct solar exposure resulting
from certain orbit/vehicle orientation combinations for periods of time up to 3 hours in
duration.
An initial evaluation has been made of a spherical kit with a volume of one cubic foot and
an average material density of 60 lb/ft 3 (combination of ablator and metal parts). Employing
a Litaflex insulation thickness of 0.5 inch Rmits the bulk coot down to 20*F At in a one hour
time period. Adding a low emissivity surface and thicker insulation to the EVA kit would
further delay the cool down, For example, reducing the surface emissivity to 0.2 reduces
the cool down to about 8*F/hr.
The dispenser gun cooling characteristics are similar to the spherical kit described
above. However, the hose/nozzle area, where the ablator material volume is small relative
to the radiating surface area (say a 1 inch diameter hose with 1-inch of Insulation surrounding,
i
Figure 59) presents a more serious cooling problem. If the ablator material remains sta-
tkmary in the hose for 1/4 to 1/2 hour, it will cool from an initial temperature of 90 to 40"F.
may be unacceptable and may require clearning the hose and nozzle at 10-20 rain intervals.
Tile Repair Area Thermal Control
The thermal environment experienced by the repaired area Is to be restricted by vehicle
attitude control management. On the cold side, the effective sink temperature can be limited
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to 20-30°F; on the hot slde to 90-] 90°F. "Fne cooling times of the repaired areas for the cold
case are dependent on the thickness of the repaired tile and its Initial t' _rature. R_ne hot
case provides more acceptable curing temperature for the repaired areas, but an evaluation
of the colder structure areas of application must be made.
Bulk cooling Umes were calculated for several repaired tile thicknesses and several
initial temperatures. Calculations were performed for an effective sink te_perature of 30°F,
a final bulk tile temperature of 40°F and an emissivity-view factor (FeFa) of 1.0. Results
arc summarized in Table 34. Note the increased cooling times resulting from the higher
initial temperatures and increased tile thicknesses. As the curing temperature-time re-
quirements of the ablator and bend are evolved, the above analysis cc_'_ be refined with some
reference transient calculations. If required, thermal protection blankets can be provided
for increased temperatures during cure. For instance, emissivity control can be providcd
by the same plastic used for mold line contouring.
TABLE 32, THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF NOMEX FELT & LITAFLEX
Material
LITA FLEX
NOMEX
FELT
Sourc_
Rex Asbest-
warke
Germany
Globe All.my
Characteristics
Asbestos Form
Soft, Com-
pressible
Aromatic Polya-
mlde
Density
Lb/Ft 3
Thermal Conductivity
1oo'D
1 arm
(Btu/Ft Sec'F x 105)
10 -4 arm
1-6
5.2
0, 75
0,65
0.45
0.16
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TABLE 33. STORAGE CONTAINER INSULATION REQUIREMENT SUMMARY
Insulation Concept
MLI
NOMEX FELT
UTAFLEX (E =
(G=
•9)
• 27)
Weight (psi)Thickness (in.)
0.15-.2
0.43
0.08
0.08"
Heater Power Requirement
(watts/ft2)
*Does not tnchJde low emissivity foil coating weight.
0.9
3.0
5.3
0.9
watts
2O
(;6
117
53
TABLE 34. BULK COOLING TIMES
Average InitialTemperaturo
of ESM ('F.)
100
80
00
ESM Thickness (Inches)
0.75 [ 1.25 ] 2.0
Bulk Cool Down Tlmc to 40_F. (Minutes)
Tsink = 30°F, F_ F a = 1.0
32 I 54
31 39
28 ] 35
86
77
69
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4.4.7 OPERATIONAL ASPECTS
The repair operations are based on:
a. Using cure-in-place ablator for repairing al],_reas less than 3/4" thick
b. Using cured-in-place ablator for repairing a/)single missing tiles or single
missing tileswith a section of an abutting tilemicsing
c. Using pre-cured ablator for all other repairs (large areas) with the cure-in
place material used as the bond
The storage container will have 3.75 ft _ of pre-cured ablator packaged in eight 16.5 pound
packages, along with three insulated dispensers, eac{_ with 400 in 3 of cure-tn-place material.
A single muldfunctional tool will also be in the kit, and suff,.'cient sheets of plastic for cure-
in-place ablator leveling to the mold line. Hgure 60 shows a schematic of the repai," kit on
the work station.
The storage container requires thermal monitoring prior to use in order to have the repair
mater_.al at 100OF. This is most important just prior to use of the material. The heated
storage will maintain the flexibility of the pre-cured material and keep the cure in place
resin and catalyst flt, id and at the proper temperature for _e required cure rate. The fre-
quency of this monitoring is TBD. The astronaut will initially turn heater power on when
the PLB doors are opened for space craft thermal control.
All the repair material is stored in the container and the applicator/mixers have the thermal
insulation required for se during the repair mission. %Vnen the pre-cured tile kits are re-
moved from the storage container, they will be placed in an insulated storage unit (RMETB)
along with the multiflmctional tool and the plastic film. The loading of the WS with these
repair items occurs before the astronaut dorms the MMUAVS.
Cure In Place Ablator
Unit Volume - The requirement for 1,080 in 3 of material will be met through the use of
three 400 in 3 units. This package volume will achieve a reasonable balance in the work
station between cured-in-place ablator and pre-cured ablator, a 2e being consistent with
the 85-pound limit established in the Design Reference Mission document. In this volume
configuration, the following weights accrue for a maximum repair mission: For small areas
repair missions, some or all of the pre-eured ablator can be omi_ed.
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item ' Weight, Pocu_s
Cure-in-place abtatormatertal 16
M !xe r/dlswnscr {empty) 26
Tools and miscellaneous supplies 2
2 Pre-curcd abk-ttor packages 33
Total - 77
Dispenser Activation - Three simple on/off type valves activate the dlspem_er unit. Tha,
,':tires will have a locking saft,'ty featurt, to be determlncd later. As shown In F_guhe _;0,
the va.h, es art, located on tht. top of 'he dispenser unit and readily reachable by thc astronaut'_
right hand. The reslr, and catalysts valves will be turned on first, and ibex, the air yah.t,.
\Vhec. the air va, lve is turned on, the two pistons move down and proportion the resin and
catalyst ifitO th_,'mi)_er secticmS; ihrough the delivery ho_e to the dispensing nozzle. No
material can leave tim dispensing nozzle unless the safety device (TI3D) is actl_-att_ and the
handle depressed. All the valves will activate with simple wrist action type motion.
After the applicator/mixer has lx'en act_vat<.d and prior to the deposition of the material to
the repair area, a small quantity of the material will be discharged it, the scrap bag to cleat"
the gtm of voids and provloc a sample for later examil_atlon of cure.
Ablator Flow Characteristics - The ablator material !n the catalyzed co,dttlon is a very
viscous (1.2 million centlpoisc) material. In this heavily bodied form, the cohesh'e forces
within the material are extremely high and the material is a naturally very "s'.icky" sub-
stance. The combinhtiKn of high cohesive forces and v_,ry sticky surface provides a mater-
ial which will stop mo,/lng in the _.ero 'g' space environment as soon as the delivery nozzle
is fur,led off. The high viscosity of the r _terial will prevent it from being forced Into the
areas between tiles and also provide a scouring action at the vehicle/cured-in-place ablator,
which will Insure the good wetting required to optimize the bond strength.
Abiator Flow Irate - The dispenser unit has been sized to provide a maximum flow rate of
20 tn 3 per minute and under these conditions a 6 X 6 X 2-inch cavity could be filled in about
_. minutes. This flow rate was selected to provide a reasonable balance between the raw
useable in filling a single tile void, which is fairly high, and applying the bedding base It,-
quired to bonds prc--curcd ablator in place in either a void or over a previously in.,_tallcd
prc-curcd ablator. Fairly slow rates will also bc used when partially missing tiles or edges
" " " 4-125
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around pre-curt'd ablator are filled. Thc fltam" rate is controllable by :mtronaut Ix>sitioning
of tl_" trite-or tyTx" dlslx'n._ng valve.
The" dislx'nser is expected to remain opt, rational for 60 minutes. "r_.o things could prevent
this; nkaterial curt- and blcx'king of tM" mixe_'/_ose assembly or exet, sslvely lo_' temperatun,
anti high viscosity condition. The" first condition is exlx'ctcd to Ix, prt, vcnted by catalyst con-
ct, ntration optimization :tad later I_, ark, quart [n.,iulatton of the, ho,,_e/noz.zle t,lement_ _hich
have vt'r3' |o_" Ix, at c:ttFxtbility. If eithe, r Qf the solutions art, not possible, it may Ix, nt, ct, ssal'v
to clear the mixer]host" :lssen_bly by dis¢-tXtVl_ing inatortal into the, _sastt" |_tg one-t, or twit't,
in a G0 minute pt, rtcxt.
Curt' :'_ssur:anet, - The resin/catalyst system represents a white and black material. 'When
the' two materials art, prol_'rtv mixt-d, .tNt, y-art, a medium grey in color and generally free of
strtationzi. This color feature provitk, s the astromut with contintml assuranet, that the tk,-
pcmttc'd material -has bcc', catalyzed, is properly mixed, and will effectively tun,. TI_,
sample placed in the scrap eonta|ncr at the beginning of txteh gun start up will I_rther pro-
vicE., a physical demonstration of curt-.
_,,'Itorpre-cured Al:}:ator - $ubktts of pre-cured -'- ' tiles have Ix'on defined as _n mJsortment
of 3/4, 1 114, and o inch thicknesses. "rher "° are six large area rclmlr sulddt_ suitable for
larl_ and tk, ep are_, and two small area rclxair subldts. With this asscrtment, the astro-
naut will Ix, able to fill mcmt art_aa with no morc than t_.o layers of tiles plus the adhesivc
lxmd, and still meet the miler mold lint, restoration rt,quirement of_+ 1/4 inch.
l,at'ger, prescored slalm of ESM nmterlal were cons|tiered, lint it was determined that a
slab largx, r than 12 x 12 inches would IX, excessively difficult to handle at the repair site.
The tiles art, tethercd together and after they have Men ixmitiom'd, the tether can be with-
drawn.
ltepair Techniques
All Areas
• A visual lnspccttor, will be made of the damaged areas and abutting tile to determine
if any looec pieces exist.
• The damaged area and abutting tiles will bc gently felt f_r loose points or nearly
destroyed bonds. Where loose pieties or nearly loose pieces exist, they will ix'
picked up with the aid of the sticky surface tool, F'[gure61.
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When the repair area h:t._ been cleared of major tile F,articles, the applicator/mixer nozzle
will be picked up and the spring loaded v_,rlable flow valve activated by removing the safety
device ('TBD, probably a pull ring). The flared dispensing nozzle will then be positioned in
the far corner of the missing tile area and the handle depressed. As the material flows from
the nozzle, the nozzle tip will remain within the deposited material and will be gradually
drawn across the void with a slight (tpward motion, Figure 62. This wlthdra_ll procedure
is aimed at preventing void encluslo l, which _uld collapse upon re-entry. If the area
being repaired is wider than the dispensing nozzle, the nozzle will be slowly directed from
side to side so as to completely fill the cavity in front of it bcfore moving back (Figure 63).
In this nmnncr, the resulting installation will resembh: a loaf of bread. During the crew
training, opcrato_" efficiency should improve to the point where the repaired void will require
rm additlot_ opetatlorm fo'llo_vlng the cavityfilling. The smooth flowing characteristics of
the cured in place ablator tests to date suggest this conclusion. If, however, an overfill
condition or an unevenly fiEed eond!tton e:dsts, a roll of plastic film wtU be removed from
the insulated storage unit and unrolled across the face of the repaired cart W. Due to thc
very sticky nature of the cure in place ablator, the plastic will be "grabbed" by the surface.
The back o/the multi=f_mctional tool {or back of gloved hand) will then he used to level the
surface and contour any extra material across the surface ot adjacent tiles. The plastic film
(which can be used for emissivity control) will be left on the surface. In cases where a
signiflcan/amount of excess material has been deposited: the front edge or the multi-fune--
tional tool will be used to scoop the material up and deposit it in the scrap bag. and the bag
Interior used to w/pc the tool clean.
The extended piston of the applicator mixer is graduated Into four units of volume. In this
manner, the astronaut will continually know the amount of material left within the container.
No repair should be initiated unless there is sufficient material within the container to com-
plete the work.
Precured Ti'_ Repair Technique
The tiletl,,cknes8required for each repalr area will be k_own from location of the repair
and the width and length of the repair roughly determined. The proper thickness tile will
be selected from the insulated storage area rnd fractured along the pro=scored lines and
dry fitted Into the repair area. Tiles representing th_ total build up will be sized at this
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time and then returned to insulated storage_ Ttied_spetmer apIAicator will then be turned
on wilt the nozzle Z.n the corner of tLe area to b_ retmired. 'Ihe nozzle will be smoothly
drawn across the area to be repaired and a ribbon of material deposited. Where vehicle
con:ours are encountered, extra mater_al will be deposited _ lower areas so that as flat
a surface as possible is generated for "he be_dlvg of the pre-cured tile. The nozzle of the
applicator will _hen be used to smooth out the ribbons of cure in place bond. Being gener-
ally smooth is all that is re_lred.
The presized tiles for the first layer .x_,mid be. removed from the heated storage and the
first corner tile installed. For installation, the tile is curved back and installed as sho_ m
the f_llowtng sketch.
CURE-IN-PLACE ABLATOR
PRE-CURE TILE INSTALLATION
Tests have shown that the material flows well w_._n 2 to 4 pound force is applied u, the area
of the tile that is being applied. A slight wiggling motion also helps bed the tile a_d eliminate
the inclusion of voids.
After all the tiles in the first layer have been installed, a second layer _ beddtng ablater
will be applied in the same manner as the first layer if a second pre-cured ablator l_, to be
u_ed or if the cavity requires _kiltlona] cure in place material to meet the thickness d;men-
sion. Additional tiles will be added in the manner of the first layer it successive thlck_esses
arc required. If this is the ease, then the thinnest tile will be placed on the bottom of the
cavity, thus affording greater ablation depth before encountering a bond line. If no4, the
perimeter of the repair area, where voids exist between the pre-cured ablator and original
tiles, shall be filled by inserting the cure-in-place ablator nozzle into the void and slowly
•4rawing the nozzle across the void, depositing the required ablator thickness.
! ( ', ,
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Figure 60. Repair Mission Equipment
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INIflAL NOZZLE POSITION
t__ • _"_ __{. I I I _. I TILE_ }
EXISTING STANDING WAVE OF
TILE .... UNCURED ABLATOR-M()VING
DOWN CAVITY-NOZZLE MUST
ALWAYS DISPENSE NEAR
BASE OF WAVE &.WITHIN
PREVIOL..LY DEPOSITED MATERIAL
Figure 62. Top View Fill Technique
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Figure 63. Side View Fill Technique
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
• . Utilize the following specific sclutlons:
- ESM L004 A P precured ablatcrr
- IRTV-S77E Cure-in-place ablator/adhesive
- A 400 cubic inch dispenser similar to the prbtot_'peunit
• Proceed with design, fabrication a'_ fl':ghtof the tilerepair kit as conceptually
devised by JSC. - -
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